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1

A quantity of electroplated wares, including a pair
of classical column candlesticks, pair of bottle
coasters, teapots, nut dish, ice bucket, etc.
£50.00 - £70.00

2

An oak canteen of electroplated OEP flatware and
cutlery with ivory and bones handles £30.00 £40.00

3

A nickel-plated 5-tier cake stand £90.00 - £110.00

4

An oak ink stand with electro plated mounts and
two glass ink-bottles with pen-rests, 28 cm wide
£40.00 - £60.00

5

An electroplated galleried inkstand with hobnailcut glass ink well, 14 cm square £40.00 - £60.00

6

A pair of nickel-plated cylindrical champagne icebuckets with twin handles, engraved Louis
Roederer £100.00 - £150.00

7

A cased set of six silver seal-top coffee spoons,
Sheffield 1921, to/w a pierced silver bonbon bowl,
Birmingham 1909, a cut glass scent bottle with
unmarked bun cover, a pair of electroplated clustercolumn candlesticks on stepped square bases, 21
cm Mappin & Webb engraved salver with pierced
rim (6) £70.00 - £90.00

8

A quantity of electro plated wares including oval
tray, entree dishes and covers, lemonade jug,
flatware etc (box) £60.00 - £80.00

9

A large electro plated urn-shaped champagne winecooler with twin handles, on stemmed foot
£150.00 - £180.00

10

A set of six engine-turned silver napkin rings, W I
Broadway & Co, Birmingham 1989, to/w a late
Victorian engraved vesta case, Birmingham 1897,
a Burmese low grade white metal cigarette case
with embossed scene decoration and quantity of
electro plated wares, including tea wares, flatware
etc £80.00 - £120.00

11

An electro plated punch-bowl with scrolling rim
and twin handles, on stemmed square base
£150.00 - £180.00

12

A Regency electro plated on copper snuffers tray,
to/w an electro plated pair of fish servers, a wine
funnel, a cut glass bitters bottle with silver top,
Hukin & Heath, Birmingham 1930, a cologne
bottle with silver collar and a cased set of electro
plated dessert knives and forks £40.00 - £60.00

13

An Art Deco style nickel-plated adjustable desk
lamp with half-hoop stand £150.00 - £180.00

14

An oak-cased set of twelve epns kings pattern
dessert forks to/w with six each table knives and
tea knives £40.00 - £60.00

15

An electro plated egg-cup from a design by Dr
Christopher Dresser, Hukin & Heath, to/w a Dutchstyle silver preserve spoon with Apostle finial,
London 1894, an engraved vesta case,
Birmingham 1904, on silver chain and a cased
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Christening spoon, London 1920 (4) £60.00 £90.00
16

A pair of Art Deco style tortoiseshell candlesticks
with removable silver sockets (possibly associated
only), London 1921, a rectangular easel
photograph frame, and a silver-bladed pen knife
with carved mother of pearl handle, London 1883,
in original fitted case (4) £60.00 - £90.00

17

A Scottish silver quaich of plain design, on raised
foot, Hamilton & Inches, Edinburgh 1963, 5.4 oz,
to/w a silver 1935 Jubilee teaspoon and a German
800 grade coffee spoon (3) £40.00 - £60.00

18

A George III engraved silver milk jug, London 1804,
4.6 oz, to/w an Irish heavy silver small two-handled
trophy cup, Wakely & Wheeler, Dublin 1900, 4.5
oz (2) £70.00 - £100.00

19

A pair of George III silver table spoons by Peter &
William Bateman, London 1808, to/w various other
silver and plated flatware and a silver-backed
hairbrush (box) £40.00 - £60.00

20

A curved clothes-brush, the silver back by Bent &
Parker, mounted with a crowned 'VR' cipher (from
a cavalry officer's shoulder-belt pouch), to/w a pair
of silver Concorde Photograph frames, various
other silver low-grade metal and electro plated
items (box) £40.00 - £60.00

21

A set of ten Hanoverian rat-tail teaspoons,
Sheffield 1931 to/w an 1899 Diamond Jubilee
teaspoon and a leaf caddy spoon 5.6 oz total
weight £40.00 - £60.00

22

A five-piece silver-backed brush set with engineturned decoration, Birmingham 1913, to/w a
somewhat similar shoehorn and a pair of
hairbrushes (box) £50.00 - £80.00

23

A silver letter salver in the Georgian manner, with
shell and scroll moulded rim, on four scroll feet,
12.9 oz, 20 cm diam £100.00 - £150.00

24

An oval half-reeded silver three-piece tea service,
H V Pithey & Co, Birmingham 1911/12, 27.5 oz
total £250.00 - £300.00

25

An Edwardian sugar basin of lobed form and
reeded rim to/w a matching cream jug, Edward
Barnard & Sons Ltd, London 1903/1910 £80.00 £120.00

26

A baluster sugar caster with pierced top and
bayonet fitting, Sheffield 1915, 7.3 oz, 20 cm
£60.00 - £90.00

27

A two-handled silver oval sugar basin in the
Rococo manner, on stemmed foot, Chester 1911
to/w a cased pair of pierced napkin rings,
Birmingham 1909 and three loose silver napkin
rings (6) £60.00 - £90.00

28

Hester Bateman, a feather-edge table spoon,
London 1779, to/w five various small Georgian
spoons, a small capstan inkwell pepperette, toast
rack, cigarette box and match box cover £80.00 -

£120.00
29

30

31

Two UK crown 1887/88 F, a double florin 1890,
half-crowns 1874/1900 and an Australian florin
1911, Indo-Chinese French Piastre de Commerce
1898, two China Junk one dollar Sun Yat-Sen, pin
dish set with a seven Mace of two Candareens
coin, Kiang Nan Province and another pin dish set
with a Marie-Theresa thaler (11) £100.00 - £200.00
Two boxed silver proof Piedfort £2 commemorative
coins, to/w three silver proof £2 coins (5 - in four
boxes) £60.00 - £90.00
A John Pinches album containing and part-set of
forty-one silver medallions from the 'Genius of
Michelangelo' series, each approx 1.25 ozt, with
certificates £600.00 - £700.00

32

A George II card salver with moulded rim, on three
hoof feet, William Peaston London 1752, 16 cm
diam £100.00 - £150.00

33

A silver stirrup cup with chased fox's head foot,
the flared body engraved with a 17th century foxhunting scene with man and spear, London import
1928 £400.00 - £600.00

43

A lady's 9ct gold Rotary wristwatch with 15-jewel
movement, Birmingham 1979, on gilt bracelet
£40.00 - £60.00

44

A 9ct gold half hunter pocket watch with Swiss 15jewel top-wind movement, enamel dial and
Dennison case, Birmingham 1922 £250.00 £350.00

45

Two boxes of clock and watch parts, including
movement, dials, springs etc £20.00 - £40.00

46

A lady's Swiss 935 standard fob watch with
engraved case, enamel and gilt dial and top wind
movement, to/w a black velvet ribbon £40.00 £60.00

47

A lady's Swiss 14k Max wristwatch with 15 jewel
movements, on stainless steel bracelet, to/w a
silver open-faced pocket watch with top-wind
Swiss movement, the case London import 1910, a
Helvetica stainless steel pocket watch, Incabloc
Automatic gentleman's wristwatch, a Swiss
Waltham wristwatch and a Sekonda stainless
steel wristwatch (6) £80.00 - £120.00

48

A gentleman's Omega Seamaster stainless steel
and gilt watch with quartz movement, case no
1345, in original presentation box and outer card
case (includes two spare strap-links) £150.00 £200.00

49

A gentleman's Omega Constellation Chronometer
with gilt dial, case no 1431, in original presentation
case and outer card box £300.00 - £400.00

50

A George IV 18ct gold pocket watch, un-named
verge movement no 2353, engine-turned and
engraved dial with polished numerals and 'zig-zag'
hour-hand, engraved floral and foliate case maker
IG (possibly Joseph Glenny'), London 1825
£600.00 - £800.00

51

A lady's 9ct gold Lanco wristwatch with
champagne dial and flexible mesh bracelet strap,
26g gross weight £200.00 - £300.00

34

A cylindrical silver siphon stand with pierced top
and twin handles, William Hutton & Sons Ltd,
Sheffield, 1922, 17.4 oz £100.00 - £200.00

35

A late Victorian cased pair of silver fish servers
with bright-cut blades and ivory handles, West &
Son, London 1898 £70.00 - £100.00

36

A Samson Mordan silver cylindrical scent flask
with foliate engraving (glass liner a/f), London
1898, to/w a small vase flute on weighted foot (a/f),
Birmingham 1897 (2) £50.00 - £70.00

37

A George III banded silver Christening mug,
Elizabeth Morley, London 1814, 3.4 oz £70.00 £100.00

38

A novelty vesta case, modelled as a dolphin, inset
glass eyes, stamped 925 £40.00 - £60.00

39

A small Victorian silver specimen vase with
writhen flared neck and foliate chasing (marks
rubbed) to/w a sugar basin, Birmingham 1911, two
cut glass toilet jars with silver tops and an Indian
white metal ovoid pill-box and cover £50.00 £80.00

52

An 18k Piaget wristwatch with square champagne
dial and quartz movement, on flexible bar-link
bracelet strap (with extra links to extend), 83 g
gross weight. Stamped 750. In original case with
guarantee and other documents and retail box.
1980 £2,000.00 - £2,500.00

40

A circular pill-box with engine turned decoration
and hinged cover, William Hair Hazeler,
Birmingham 1910, to/w a 19th century Continental
silver basket (lacks liner), London import 1886 and
an infant's feeding-pusher, London 1929 (3) £80.00
- £120.00

53

Two ladies 9ct gold wristwatches - Accurist and
Regency, with leather straps (2) £30.00 - £50.00

54

A 19th century US fine silver lady's fob watch, to/w
a Swiss 935 standard lady's fob watch, both with
engraved cases, enamel dials and keywind
movements, to/w a gilt watch chain and two nickel
commemorative coins (4) £50.00 - £70.00

55

A gentleman's 9ct gold Smiths Deluxe wristwatch,
the textured silvered dial with gilt hands and
batons, subsidiary seconds dial, 15-jewel
shockproof movement, London 1965, on leather
strap (retirement gift from London Transport
engraved on back) £100.00 - £150.00

56

A Victorian silver open-faced pocket watch with

41

42

A Swiss 800 grade and gilt lady's fob watch with
enamel dial and top-wind movement, the blue
enamelled case inset with seed pearls, an
engraved silver suspension brooch £100.00 £150.00
A late Victorian lady's silver hunter fob-watch with
engraved case, enamel dial and top-wind
movement, Birmingham 1896 £40.00 - £60.00
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keywind lever movement, no 35187 by Stewart
Dawson & Co, Liverpool, the case Birmingham
1881 £100.00 - £150.00

necklace, silver strap style bangle, citrine cluster
ring, bar brooch, bone pendant etc. £60.00 - £80.00

57

A lady's Tissot 9ct wristwatch on a gilt expanding
strap £40.00 - £60.00

60

A pendant featuring Baden Powell and motto
'Justice and Empire' £30.00 - £40.00

61

Various sets of buttons including violet enamel
buttons in fitted box retailed by Edwards & Son,
sixteen small crested buttons, small buttons set
green stone, six silver buttons featuring sailing
ships and one a windmill, showing Chester import
mark 1902, set of six silver Arts & Crafts style
buttons, Birmingham 1897 and a cast silver
waistcoat buckle £100.00 - £150.00

76

A quantity of vintage jewellery including gilt metal
necklaces, brooches, imitation pearls, Grosse
brooch, green stone pendant and gentleman's
signet ring set black stone etc. in musical black
jewellery box £80.00 - £120.00

77

Norwegian silver blue enamelled brooch to/w a
banded agate pendant in silver setting, maker
SCD 1977 (2) £50.00 - £80.00

78

A collection of vintage jewellery including
simulated pearls, chalcedony beads, brooches,
necklaces, German commemorative medallion
etc. £40.00 - £60.00

79

A long row of large dyed green stone beads. 72
beads, approximately 16mm diam. £100.00 £150.00

62

Single cabochon coral ring, yellow gold set to/w a
lady's gold wristwatch on moire silk strap (2)
£50.00 - £60.00

80

63

A Victorian crocodile jewellery box having two lift
out trays, silver monogram on lid, containing a
quantity of vintage jewellery £150.00 - £200.00

Yellow metal marquise ring set synthetic
corundum/alexandrite type stone £60.00 - £80.00

81

Yellow gold trace style guard chain having
turquoise beads spaced throughout, 138 cm long
£150.00 - £200.00

Chester - A set of six silver pierced buttons
featuring Diana the Huntress, 1902, maker Robert
Pringle in fitted velvet case £50.00 - £80.00

82

Art nouveau pendant featuring a snake around a
green stone, yellow gold set, on 9ct curb style
necklace chain
£50.00 - £70.00

83

Two agate bead necklaces to/w a pair of 9ct
nugget style earrings, two 9ct gold set rings,
garnet set bar brooch and pair of aquamarine stud
earrings £120.00 - £140.00

64

65

Yellow gold Prince of Wales necklace chain with
barrel snap, stamped 15 ct, 6 grms to/w a
turquoise matrix pendant fitted with a continuous
bolt ring £100.00 - £150.00

66

Victorian silver locket with applied monogram to/w
filigree style bracelet set blue and white paste (2)
£30.00 - £50.00

84

67

Freedom of the City of London brooch depicting
the full coat of arms, yellow and white gold set
with rubies and diamonds, sold with an original
receipt dated February 1994 £500.00 - £700.00

Large linked Victorian silver Albert chain with
swivel and bar to/w silver fob, locket containing
coin and two signet rings, both stamped 10 K
£100.00 - £150.00

85

68

Of suffragette interest - Edwardian fringe necklace
set amethyst, pearl, peridot, citrine and smoky
quartz in fitted box supplied by Searle & Co
£200.00 - £250.00

A 9ct yellow gold filed curb bracelet to/w yellow
metal Madonna pendant and yellow metal
Madonna ring, approx. 22 grms all in (3) £80.00 £100.00

86

69

Pre-revolution Russian silver oval napkin ring
having floral and foliate polychrome enamel
decoration, hallmarked £100.00 - £150.00

Yellow metal St. Christopher with green enamel
around on 9ct yellow gold curb necklace chain
£80.00 - £100.00

87

70

Blue enamelled feather brooch £30.00 - £50.00

71

15ct yellow gold brooch set three pieces of mother
of pearl, in fitted box to/w a cheroot holder in fitted
case (2) £50.00 - £70.00

A Victorian riviere necklace of graduated water
opals in claw settings, having concealed snap, 33
opals graduating from 13mm - 8 mm £500.00 £800.00

88

French gold chamfered rectangular locket style
pendant featuring a finely painted miniature of an
18th century lady, in pierced border with seed
pearls around, bears French hallmarks, 39mm x
29mm excluding hanger £300.00 - £400.00

Of Suffragette interest - Edwardian necklace with
hexagonal facetted amethyst in centre with peridot
drop, diamond set foliage in yellow and white gold
setting, having platinum chain attached set two
small natural pearls £300.00 - £400.00

89

Ruby and diamond seven stone half eternity ring,
four oval rubies and three diamonds, channel set,
18ct yellow gold, size N 1/2 £300.00 - £400.00

Oval opal cabochon ring in yellow gold setting with
white gold shoulders, stamped 18ct, size M
£60.00 - £80.00

90

Heart shaped amethyst and cultured pearl open
style brooch fitted with safety catch stamped 9ct
to/w dark sapphire and diamond pendant, yellow
metal set, stamped 375, having 9ct chain attached

72

73

74

9ct white gold gate and fancy linked bracelet,
approx. 14 grms £100.00 - £200.00

75

Mixed lot comprising bracelet, white paste
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(2) £80.00 - £120.00
91

Two 9ct dress rings - one set synthetic turquoise
and cultured pearl, one set cultured pearl and
small 8 cut diamonds to/w an opal and white
paste cluster ring, stamped 9ct & SIL (3) £70.00 £100.00

garnets; 9ct ring set agate cabochon; 9ct ring set
amethyst; 9ct ring set shell cameo; 9ct CZ cluster
ring; citrine ring yellow metal set stamped 9ct;
shell cameo ring yellow metal set to/w four small
stone set charms £80.00 - £120.00
108

92

Diamond and baguette ruby crossover ring with
diamond set shoulders, 18ct yellow gold and
platinum set, size O 1/2 £250.00 - £350.00

A pair of 9ct gold cultured pearl ear studs,
approximately 14 grain each, to/w a graduated
cultured pearl necklace with silver and marcasite
clasp (2) £100.00 - £130.00

93

Edwardian cluster ring set twelve old cut diamonds 109
in collet setting with milgrain edges, yellow and
white metal set, stamped 18ct, size O 1/2
110
£350.00 - £450.00

A row of graduated crazed amber beads, approx
55g £30.00 - £50.00

94

Edwardian 1905 half sovereign £80.00 - £120.00

111

95

9ct gold cruciform medallion presented to a
student of Trinity College of Music by Mayor of
Southampton, 1940, approximately 6.5 grms
£100.00 - £150.00

Three pairs of stud earrings including two cultured
pearl and one pair with amethyst and diamond
scrolls £30.00 - £40.00

112

A three-stone old cut diamond ring 18ct yellow
and white gold claw setting £200.00 - £300.00

A double row of graduated cultured pearls on
marcasite snap £40.00 - £60.00

96

Opal and diamond cluster ring, 18ct yellow and
white gold setting, in original box £200.00 £250.00

113

A pair of Art Deco diamond and sapphire drop
earrings, white and yellow metal millgrain set
£150.00 - £250.00

97

Mixed lot comprising Edwardian garland style
paste set buckle, gilt metal target brooch,
Georgian foiled garnet circlet brooch, gold hinged
locket set green paste and half pearls, gold bar
brooch stamped 9ct, paste set stick pin in fitted
case, Asian filigree style bracelet set green
stones, sunflower brooch set yellow and white
paste and an enamelled stud £70.00 - £100.00

114

A diamond set large ballerina-style cluster ring,
the three rows of brilliant cut diamonds around a
central brilliant cut diamond, 9ct white gold claw
set, approx 2 carats of diamonds all in, size O 1/2
£350.00 - £550.00

115

A large oval amethyst and diamond cocktail ring,
yellow and white metal set, stamped 18ct, 3.5 x 2
cm overall £350.00 - £450.00

98

Bracelet formed of four Marie-Theresa thalers to/w
a similar pendant on chain (2) £60.00 - £80.00

116

99

Collection of old gold items including two watches,
horse shoe stick pin and bar brooch, mostly 9ct
£100.00 - £130.00

A quantity of vintage jewellery including a silver
fuschia brooch, paste set necklace, paste set
bracelet, double row of imitation pearls, single row
of pearls, carved bone beads etc £30.00 - £50.00

117

100

Diamond set crescent brooch with leaf and cluster
drop, gold and silver set £250.00 - £300.00

101

Lot comprising: Five stone old cut diamond ring,
18ct yellow carved claw setting; garnet and
cultured pearl cluster ring, 9ct yellow gold;
Bloodstone signet ring, 9ct yellow gold set to/w a
pair of cultured pearl clip-on earrings, yellow metal
set, stamped 9ct £100.00 - £200.00

102

Wedding band 22ct yellow gold, approx. 4 grms,
size i £80.00 - £120.00

A row of graduated tumbled amethyst beads,
graduated cornelian beads, facetted glass and
quantity of stick coral beads to/w a quantity of
vintage jewellery including paste set hair comb,
paste set brooch, three 1953 Brighton Butlins
badges fern frond brooch, Art Deco clip, trench art
handpainted tricolor and union flag bracelet, pair of
gilt metal and mother of pearl cufflinks and Scottie
brooch and imitation ivory bangle
£30.00 - £40.00

118

103

An interesting collection of pendants comprising
119
two prisms, one articulated enamelled fish, one
silver nugget style set garnet cabochon, one Ank,
one engraved agate, one glass and garnet and one
spangled amber (8) £30.00 - £40.00

An 1865 Napoleon III gold 20 francs, with welding
suspension loop £130.00 - £150.00

104

1981 proof sovereign in capsule and case with
paperwork £180.00 - £220.00

105

18ct yellow gold polychrome enamel butterfly
brooch £80.00 - £150.00

106
107

Napier - a five row imitation pearl and gilt bead
necklace to/w a large imitation pearl necklace and
other small ones, cream and black acrylic
necklace, large green pendant on torque etc to/w
twelve pairs of highly stylised large vintage 1980s
earrings £30.00 - £50.00

120

A white metal link bracelet with padlock clasp and
fifteen assorted charms, some stamped .925 and
to/w a continental filigree cross £30.00 - £40.00

Victorian sovereign 1892 to/w an Edwardian half
sovereign 1908 (2) £240.00 - £280.00

121

A quantity of costume jewellery necklaces,
bracelets and brooches £40.00 - £60.00

Collection of seven rings and pendants
comprising: 9ct nine stone textured signet ring set

122

A fancy link necklace, stamped 925, 2.5 oz to/w
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an unmarked metal heavy link bracelet chain (2)
£40.00 - £60.00
130

131

132

Art - Remington, Frederic, 'Done in the Open'
(Drawings), New York, P F Collier & Son, 1903,
dec board, folio to/w MacFall, Haldane, 'The
French Pastellists of the Eighteenth Century',
London, Macmillan & Co, 1909, 52 tipped in colour
plates, 4to gilt dec blue cloth, four vols from the
Portfolio of Great Masters series 1925-26
Vermeer, de Hooch, Constable & Corot, The Book
of Kells, London, Thames & Hudson, 1974, 4to in
slip-case, Malory, Sir Thomas & Russell Flint, w
(ill), Morte D'Arthur, small crown 4to 1920, 2 vols,
Boccaccio, Giovanni and Chalon, Louis (Ill)
Decameron, 2 vols, 4 editions of Beautiful Pictures
£50.00 - £70.00
Children's Volumes - Harris, Joel Chandler and
Shepherd, J A (Ill), 'Uncle Remus', London: Chatto
& Windus, 10th 1927, dec green cloth, 8vo t/w 2
vols of Outcault, R F 'Buster Brown, His Dog Tige
and their Troubles', London W & R Chambers Ltd
(copyright 1903, New York Herald Co), and New
York: Frederick A Stokes 1904 (the latter
disbound), Dumpy Books No. XXI 'The Three Little
Foxes'; Harry B Neilson (ill) and Baring Gould, S,
'Amazing Adventures', London & New York,
Frederick Warne & Co (c 1900), Cowper, William
& Forrest AS (Ill) 'The Diverting History of John
Gilpin', London, Dean & Son; Farmyard Friends
ABC' (untearable); Aesops Fables (c 1900-1910)
(8) £150.00 - £200.00
Potter, Beatrix 'The Tale of Mrs Tittlemouse',
commercial 1st, London; Frederick Warne & Co
and New York, 1910 blue boards lettered in silver
with hexagonal pictorial panel to cover, 12mo
£100.00 - £150.00

133

Potter, Beatrix, 'The Tale of Mr Jeremy Fisher',
commercial 1st, London, Frederick Warne & Co
and New York, 1906, green boards lettered in
silver with circular pictorial panel to cover, 12 mo
£80.00 - £120.00

134

Potter, Beatrix, 'The Tale of Jemima Puddle-Duck',
commercial 1st, London, Frederick Warne & Co
and New York, 1908, grey boards lettered in silver
with inset pictorial panel to cover, 12 mo, original
glassine d/w printed on rear and inner flaps
£100.00 - £150.00

135

& New York 1903, red boards lettered in silver with
inset pictorial panel to cover, 12 mo £40.00 £60.00
138

Potter, Beatrix, 'The Tale of Squirrel Nutkin',
commercial 1st, New York: Frederick Warne &
Co., 1903, blue board lettered in silver with circular
inset pictorial panel, 12 mo £50.00 - £70.00

139

Potter, Beatrix, 'The Tale of Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle',
commercial 1st, London, Frederick Warne & Co.
& New York 1908, green board lettered in silver
inset with pictorial panel, 12 mo £50.00 - £70.00

140

Potter, Beatrix, 'The Tale of Benjamin Bunny',
1904, 'The Tale of Two Bad Mice' 1904 and 'The
Tale of Peter Rabbit' (undated) (3 - all a/f) £60.00 £80.00

141

Dulac, Edmund (ill) & Rosenthal, Leonard, The
Kingdom of the Pearl, limited edition no. 22/100
(British Empire issue) signed by the Artist, tippedin colour plates with captioned tissue guards,
untrimmed pages, London: Nisbet & Co. Ltd.
(c.1920) gilt dec. vellum 4to £500.00 - £700.00

142

Dulac, Edmund (ill. and Quiller-Couch, Sir Arthur,
retold by), 'The Sleeping Beauty and other Fairy
Tales', 3o tipped-in colour plates, pub. London:
Hodder & Stoughton, ornate gilt dec. red morocco,
large 8vo £180.00 - £220.00

143

Sewell, Anna and Kemp-Welch, Lucy (ill), Black
Beauty, Ltd. edition 468/600, signed by the Artist,
London: J. M. Dent & Sons Ltd. 1915, with 3o
tipped in colour plates and many line illustrations,
green cloth lettered in gilt with relief equestrian
medallion to cover, decorated end-papers and
untrimmed pages, large 8Vo £100.00 - £150.00

144

Pogany, Willy (ill) and Taylor Coleridge Samuel,
'The Rime of the Ancient Mariner', tipped-in colour
plates and numerous line drawings, borders and
illuminations, London: George G. Harrap & Co.
(c.1910), dec. green cloth and original yellow d/w
8Vo £40.00 - £60.00

145

Hegan Rice, Alice & Copping, Harold (ill) Mrs.
Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch, tipped-in colour
plates and other illustrations, London: Hodder and
Stoughton (c.1910), full vellum with gilt lettering
and foliate decoration 8Vo £40.00 - £60.00

146

Polo, Marco & Frampton, John (trans.) & Penzer,
N. M. (edit.) The Travels of Marco Polo together
with the Travels of Nicolo de Conti, London The
Argonaut Press 1929, untrimmed pages, quarter
bound vellum with dec. yellow cloth £40.00 £60.00

Potter, Beatrix, 'The Tale of the Flopsy Bunnies',
commercial 1st London, Frederick Warne and Co
and New York, 1909, brown boards lettered in
silver with inset pictorial panel to cover, 12 mo,
original glassine d/w printed on rear and inner flaps 147
£100.00 - £150.00

136

Potter, Beatrix, 'The Tale of Tom Kitten',
commercial 1st, London: Frederick Warne & Co.
& New York 1907, dark green boards lettered in
silver with inst pictorial panel to cover, 12 mo
£100.00 - £150.00

137

Potter, Beatrix, 'The Tailor of Gloucester',
Commercial 1st, London, Frederick Warne & Co.
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5

Newbolt, Henry & McCormick, A. D. (ill), Drake's
Drum and Other Songs of the Sea, 12 tipped-in
colour plates, dec. gilt and green cloth large 8Vo,
pub. Hodder & Stoughton (c.1920), to/w a looseleaf Hodder & Stoughton 'Beautiful Books'
catalogue flyer £50.00 - £70.00
Ransome, Arthur & MacKenzie, Thomas (ill)
Aladdin and his Wonderful Lamp in Rhyme, ten
tipped-in colour plates with captioned tissue-

guards and numerous other illustrations and
illuminations, pub: London, Nisbet &Co. (c.1920),
pale green cloth with red and blue decoration, 8Vo
£150.00 - £200.00

Cross, tipped-in colour plates, London: Hodder &
Stoughton, pic. cover of Heath Robinson, W., Bill
the Minder, London Constable & Co. Ltd., cheaper
re-issue 1915 (3) £40.00 - £60.00

149

Edward Fitzgerald (trans), Hanscom, Adelaide &
157
Cumming, Blanche, The Rubaiyat of Omar
Khayyam, tipped-in colour illustrations
photographed from life studies, London, George G.
Harrap & Co. (c.1930), gilt dec. red cloth 8Vo
£50.00 - £70.00

150

Rackham, Arthur (ill) The Ingoldsby Legends or
Mith and Marvels by Thomas Ingoldsby, 23 tippedin colour plates and numerous other illustrations
pub. London: William Heinemann 1919 (reprinted),
dec. grey cloth 8Vo £40.00 - £60.00

Heath Robinson, W. (ill), Hans Andersen's Fairy
Tales, Ltd. edition leather-bound facsimile edition
no. 494/500, 1980 re-issue, in slip case, to/w
Arthur Rackham's Fairy Tales of the Brothers
Grimm, 1996 facsimile edition by The Folio
Society Ltd., in slip case and The Folio Society
Book of the 100 Greatest Paintings, 2001, also in
slip-case (3) £40.00 - £60.00

151

152

153

Travel: Livingstone, David Missionary Travels and
Researches in South Africa, with engraved
illustrations, portrait and folding map, London:
John Murray 1857 half-bound gilt calf, 8Vo, to/w
Darwin, Charles, Journal of Researches.....,
London: T. Nelson & Sons 1890 quarter morocco
and gilt, 8Vo & Caine, WS, MP, A Trip Around the
World in 1887-8, London George Routledge and
Sons 1888, dec. red cloth 8Vo (3) £40.00 - £60.00
Books: 'The World of Vacheron Constantin
Geneve' by Carole Lambelet/Lorette Coen
(translated from the French by Alan Downing),
Pub. Geneva 1992; 'Twentieth Century
Wristwatches La Danza Delle Ore' by George
Gordon, 1st, pub. Hong Kong 1989, in slip-case
Andemars Piguet brochure and catalogue £80.00 £100.00
Ardizzone, (ill) various children's books: Diana and
her Rhinoceros, The Lion that Flew, The Little
Train, Three Brothers and a Lady, Sarah and
Simon and no Red Paint (2), The Second-Best
Children in the World, Desbarollda The Waltzing
Mouse and Mrs. Malone, to/w his biography by
Gabriel White, 1st 1979 (10) £50.00 - £100.00

154

Aesops Fables, Samuel Croxall's Translation with
a Bibliographical Note by Victor Scholderer and
Numerous Facsimiles of Florentine Woodcuts,
Limited Editions Club 1933, facsimile illustrations,
quarter vellum-bound with oilboards, untrimmed
pages, ltd. edition, No. 7/1,500 signed by Bruce
Rogers (arranger), 8Vo, in slip-case £40.00 £60.00

155

Carroll, Lewis & Rackham, Arthur (ill), Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland with a Poem by Austin
Dobson, with 13 colour plates, line drawings and
illuminations, 1st London: William Heinemann
(c.1907), half-bound in green leather and cloth,
8Vo, to/w Tennyson, Alfred Lord, In Memoriam,
Golden Treasury Series 1904, in very fine gilt
tooled leather binding, with silk lining, 12 mo (2)
£50.00 - £70.00

156

Dulac, Edmund (ill), Tanglewood Tales by
Nathaniel Hawthorne, London: Hodder and
Stoughton (1920), tipped-in colour plates, pic.
cover, to/w Picture Book for The French Red
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158

Walton, Izaak & Thorpe, James (ill) The Compleat
Angler, London: Hodder & Stoughton, tipped-in
colour plates with printed tissue guards, dec.
green cloth, to/w a Ltd. edition volume, A Portrait
of Shooting, 1979, No. 399/1100, in slip case (2)
£40.00 - £60.00

159

Wildenstein, Daniel, 'Monet or the Triumph of
Impressionism', 4 vols blue cloth in slip case, pub.
Koln, Taschen 1996 £50.00 - £60.00

160

Livingstone, David, Missionary Travels and
Researches in South Africa, with engraved
illustrations, portrait and folding maps (one in rear
pocket), London: John Murray 1857, original
embossed brown cloth with gilt lettering to the
spine £60.00 - £90.00

161

Adolphus, John, The History of England in three
vols, 4th, London: Cadell & Davies 1817, full calf;
Hume, David The History of England in 8 vols.,
new edition, London 1823 and Smollett, T, History
of England in 5 vols, London 1823 (16 - all bound
to match but f/r) £30.00 - £50.00

162

The Sun (Newspaper) July 7th 1838, giving an
account of the Coronation of Queen Victoria on
28th June (10th edition) £30.00 - £40.00

163

Wilks, Henry Norton, Knole: Biographical
Sketches & History, London: John Stockdale
1795, half calf and oil-board; Gostling, William, A
Walk in and about the City of Canterbury, 2nd,
Canterbury 1777, half calf and oil-board; Allen,
Thomas, A new and Complete History of
......Surrey, London 1830; Grant, James,
Sketches in London Illustrations by 'Phiz' and
others, W. S. Orr & Co., 1836, full calf bound by
T. White of Exeter (4) £60.00 - £80.00

164

Copping, Harold (ill) Scenes in the Life of Our
Lord, London: The Religious Tract Society
(c.1920s), cream cloth with gilt lettering, folio, to/w
Southampton and the Great War, "Southampton
Pictorial" souvenir, The Illustrated London News
Record of the Glorious Reign of Queen Victoria
1837-1901 & Southampton Docks Handbook of
Rates, Charges and General Information, pub.
Southern Railway Company 1929 £40.00 - £60.00

165

A late 16th century French New Testament,
printed by Hierosme Haultin, La Rochelle 1597,
later gilt-tooled calf, 16 mo £100.00 - £150.00

166

The Book of Common Prayer, London, Printed by

the Assigns of John Bill deceas'd: and by Henry
Hills, and Thomas Newcomb, Printers to the Kings
Most Excellent Majesty 1684, original tooled
leather with engraved white metal mounts, 16 mo
£200.00 - £250.00

181

A Japanese mixed-metal vase decorated with a
pair of geese beside the moon, two kanji
inscription, 21 cm high; together with a circular
Chinese Necromancer's Compass for Feng Shui,
25cm diameter (2) £50.00 - £100.00

167

Doyley, Charles (ill) and Williamson, Capt.
Thomas, The European in India... accompanied
with A Brief History of Ancient and Modern India
by F. W. Blagdon, twenty hand-coloured aquatint
plates, London: Edward Orme 1813, 4to £250.00 £350.00

182

A set of four Chinese pictures; each one with red
seal and inscription, depicting figures in a
mountainous river landscape. All framed and
glazed; the larger two 42 x 34cm including frame
(4) £50.00 - £80.00

183

169

A picture of a Chinese groom with five horses;
overall dimensions including frame,75 x 52cm
£20.00 - £30.00

A set of four famille rose plaques; each one
depicting scholars in a mountainous landscape.
Including frames 25 x 19cm (4) £50.00 - £80.00

170

171

184
An ivory netsuke, carved as a Monkey beside a
large fruit, the leaf stem forming the himotoshi;
together with a sectional ivory okimono of a seated
mask-maker; the last 5cm high; both Meiji Period
(2) £30.00 - £40.00
185
A Koyilandy (Indian) brass and white metal
hookah base, finely worked with foliate designs
and incorporating a coconut shell to the middle
section (converted as a table lamp), 49 cm overall 186
£150.00 - £200.00

172

A red-ground, Chinese textile skirt, decorated with
blue-ground panels of butterflies, post Qing
Dynasty £30.00 - £50.00

173

A gilt metal mounted, yellow-green glass huqqa
base with matching foliate stand; decorated in
enamel and gilt with with floral designs; 35cm
high; probably Bohemian or Austrian for the
Islamic Market and 19th/20th Century £300.00 £400.00

174

175

176
177
178

179

180

A Chinese embroidered skirt, other Chinese and
other textiles to include: two ceremonial
embroidered hats; a collection of coloured and
gold silk panels; and later Chinese textiles (lot)
£50.00 - £60.00
A rectangular Chinese textile, decorated with
scholar's implements on the black field;
approximately 103 x 36cm; post Qing Dynasty
£30.00 - £50.00
Two Chinese pictures of a Manchu/Chinese official
and his consort; together with two Japanese
pictures, and five Japanese Christmas cards (9)
£30.00 - £40.00

187

Two Chinese rectangular textiles, decorated with
Daoist and natural history themes, including a
stag, peaches, birds and butterflies; both about
170 x 48cm; framed and glazed (2) £200.00 £300.00

188

A Canton famille rose dish, 24cm high Qing
Dynasty; together with an Imari dish, 21cm high
(2) £30.00 - £50.00

A pair of Chinese celadon monochrome baluster
jars and covers; both about 30cm high and
mounted for electricity (2) £50.00 - £100.00

189

Two Mughal-style pictures of courtiers, or other
characters, in narrative scenes; both framed and
glazed; overall dimensions 43 x 35cm (2) £30.00 £50.00
A Phenomic resin Mah Jong set in fitted box
£80.00 - £100.00

A blue and white cylindrical vase, decorated with a
panel depicting a scholar, and a panel depicting a
butterfly beside flowers; 36cm high, Qing Dynasty
£30.00 - £50.00

190

A Chinese Export blue and white cider jug; two
small blue and white Export dishes; a famille rose
oviform ginger jar and cover; together with two
pieces of Japanese Imari. The cider jug, 24cm
high and 18th or 19th Century (6) £50.00 - £80.00

191

A Japanese bronze and enamel vase with loosering handles, decorated with archaistic motifs at
the neck; 30cm high, the base with 'Made in
Japan' mark £30.00 - £50.00
A Japanese picture of two geese, inscribed
Koson; together with a similar picture, of two
doves inscribed Gekko; both framed and glazed
(2) £30.00 - £50.00

A Mah Jong set in a rectangular fitted box £130.00
- £150.00
A pair of hexagonal vases, decorated with ShoKwannon beside a number of Sennin or Rakan;
the shoulders with gilt mon of Lord Shimazu of
Satsuma Province, 37cm high, Meiji Period or
later (2) £50.00 - £80.00

192

A small ivory okimono carved as a Scholar in a
pine-clad mountainous retreat, 5cm long, Meiji
Period; together with a modern Chinese bitongstyle vessel (2) £30.00 - £50.00

193

A famille rose teapot and cover, decorated with
birds-of-paradise amongst flowers, 21cm long;
together with a small famille rose bottle vase
decorated with confronting dragons, both Qing
Dynasty (2) £40.00 - £60.00

A Chinese blue and white oviform jar with
associated cylindrical cover, decorated
flowerheads and scrolling foliage, 21.5cm high
£50.00 - £70.00

194

A Chinese metal mounted, glazed pottery wine or
tea pot container with looped handle and integral
metal ewer with curved spout, 20cm diameter;
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19th/20th Century £50.00 - £100.00
195

196

A famille rose octagonal dish decorated with a
peacock and peahen beneath a large peony, 22cm
diameter, Qianlong; together with six other famille 205
rose items (7) £30.00 - £60.00
Three teapots, all with lids, comprising: a Meissen
style, underglaze-blue decorated teapot with
crossed swords mark; a Newhall teapot with floral
designs in the famille rose style; and a Meissen
style teapot, decorated with red roses, also with
underglaze blue crossed swords mark; the largest
21.5cm long (3) £100.00 - £200.00

197

Two Royal Worcester figures - 'Thursday's Child
has far to go' and 'March' to/w Royal Doulton figure
'The Shepherd', HN1975 (3) £40.00 - £60.00

198

A Continental candlestick with two branches,
decorated with two children sitting on a ledge,
underglaze blue anchor mark, 30cm high; together
with two other Continental candelabra (3) £50.00 £100.00

199

Two Burleigh ware circular plaques: one depicting
the hunt; and one depicting a pair of figures in the
stocks; 40 cm diameter (2) £30.00 - £50.00

200

Ridgway part tea wares, grey and gilt decoration,
c. 1830's, comprising: patt. 2/3498 - teapot, cover
and stand, sucrier and cover, creamer, bowl,
breakfast cup and saucer, two egg cups; patt.
2/3768 - sucrier and cover, creamer, teacup and
saucer; patt. 2/4068 - sucrier and cover; patt. 3484
- coffee cup and saucer; patt. 2/3503 - Cake plate;
patt. 3643 - twin handled plate; patt. 5/2814 - two
bowls and a milk jug, c. 1850's £60.00 - £100.00

201

202

203

204

Ridgway part teawares, c.1820/30's, printed and
painted in Chinoiserie style and comprising; Patt.
2/818 - teapot and cover, sucrier and cover,
creamer, small bowl, teabowl and saucer, saucer
dish, rectangular small platter, breakfast cup and
saucer, four teacups, three saucers, one plate
to/w two further sucriers and covers, bowl, two
creamers, one plate and two saucers £40.00 £60.00

207

A collection of Ridgway breakfast and teawares
decorated with gilt rims, c. 1840's, including patt.
2/3698 - rare breakfast milk jug, sucrier & cover,
breakfast cup and saucer, two coffee cups, one
teacup and two saucers to/w three sauce tureens
and covers with acorn finials etc.
£50.00 - £80.00

208

Davenport 19th century Chinoiserie decorated
tableware comprising; Soup tureen and cover,
vegetable tureen and cover, meat plate 41 x 32.5
cm, two 26 cm plates and two 22 cm plates (7)
£100.00 - £150.00

209

A Dresden pink ground oviform vase and cover with
knop finial; underglaze blue D mark; together with
a Meissen-style bowl with foliate rim, underglaze
blue crossed swords mark; and a Dresden
sweetmeat dish with loop handle and floral
designs; the last 16 cm diameter (3) £30.00 £50.00

A Ridgway early Victorian tea/coffee service,
decorated with a gilded burnt orange and peach
211
border, pattern 2/3222 and 2/3173 comprising;
teapot and stand, sucrier and cover, milk jug,
bowl, seven teacups, seven coffee cups and seven
saucers, c.1840s £30.00 - £50.00

Seventeen 19th century decorative plates to
include Staffordshire, Ridgway, Coalport and
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Assorted Brown Westhead Moore and Cauldon
decorative plates and dishes including Cauldon
cream ground low tazza and two plates decorated
with yellow flowers within a moulded border,
cabinet plate decorated with prunus and insects,
Cauldon plate with gilt moulded border painted
with pink rose garlands (13) £40.00 - £60.00

206

A Ridgway reticulated tazza, pink ground with
shaped panels of flowers, 20 cm h. and a
matching plate, patt. 5275, c. 1840's, to/w a
reticulated comport painted to the centre with a
church in a landscape setting, having twin
moulded handles and a shaped moulded rim, patt.
2015, two fixed base tureen and covers, 1820/30's, 210
a painted landscape plate and two further dishes
(8) £60.00 - £100.00

A collection of teapots and sugar boxes
comprising - A Newhall porcelain teapot and cover
painted with floral sprays and sprigs; a Hicks &
Meigh sugar box (no cover); Ridgway teapot and
stand (patt 2/725); Ridgway sugar box and cover
and teapot stand (patt. 2/698); Teapot (no cover)
and sugar box & cover (patt. 2/261; teapot, cover
and stand and sugar box and cover (patt. 2/125)
and a sugar box and cover (patt. 2/362. £40.00 £60.00

Worcester, many with shaped and moulded
borders to/w six twin handle dishes (23) £50.00 £80.00

A Goldscheider cold painted terracotta figure of a
young maiden, titled 'Mignon', incised signature,
applied rectangular mark, impressed 'Reproduction
Reserve' & impressed nos. 2072 1 15, 60 cm high
£200.00 - £300.00
Seven Beatrix Potter characters: Foxy Whiskered
gentleman; Timmy Tiptoes; Mr Jeremy Fisher;
Little Pig Robinson and Pigling Bland, all brown
backstamps BP-3b to/w Squirrel Nutkin and
Tommy Brock, brown backstamp BP-3a (7)
£60.00 - £80.00

212

Seven Beswick Beatrix Potter characters: Amiable
Guinea-pig; Sally Henny Penny; Appley Dapply;
Timmy Willie; Anna Maria and Johnny
Townmouse, all brown backsatmps BP-3b and
Lady Mouse, brown backstamp BP-3a (7) £60.00 £80.00

213

Beswick Beatrix Potter model of 'Pickles', brown
backstamp BP-3a £60.00 - £80.00

214

Seven Beswick Beatrix Potter characters: Hunca
Munca; Cecily Parsley; Tom Kitten; Tabitha

Twitchett - all brown backstamp BP-3a (1973-74)
and Little Black Rabbit; Poorly Peter Rabbit and
Ribby, all brown backstamp BP-3b (1974-85) (7)
£60.00 - £80.00
215

Five Beswick Beatrix Potter figures, all gold
backstamps - BP2 (1955-72); Mrs Tittlemouse;
Aunt Pettitoes; Peter Rabbit; Benjamin Bunny and
Flopsy, Mopsy & Cottontail (5) £100.00 - £150.00

216

Five assorted Crown Derby plates including one
yellow ground fluted plate handpainted to the
centre with a bird in a tree in a landscape, signed
with initials GSA, 19.5 cm diam. and one
handpainted to the centre with a sone bridge over
a river with town in the background, 21 cm diam.
(5) £50.00 - £80.00

224

A Victorian Masons Ironstone China soup tureen,
cover, ladle and stand decorated in the chinoiserie
famille rose style, 29 cm h. £150.00 - £250.00

225

A Vienna porcelain twin handle vase and cover
painted in the neo-classical style with a maiden
and cherubs, 20th century, approximately 42 cm
high £80.00 - £120.00

226

A pair of continental porcelain figures each beside
a posy vase, raised on an oval base, underglaze
blue AR to base, 28 cm high (2) £60.00 - £80.00

227

Andre Delatte, Nancy, France - an art glass vase
with long neck, mottled yellow/orange body,
signed, 46.5 cm h. £50.00 - £80.00

227A A Victorian Crown Derby part tea service
decorated with a blue and white transfer print of
birds in branches - 'Pembroke' pattern,comprising
a circular cake plate, bowl, six tea plates, six
teacups and six saucers to/w an Aynsley teacup
and saucer painted with autumnal fruit to the
interior of the cup and an Aynsley gilded coffee
cup and saucer painted with fruit by N. Brunt
£50.00 - £80.00

217

Royal Crown Derby Imari decorated milk jug in the
form of a partridge, 16.5 cm long and a matching
sucrier and cover to/w two Royal Worcester
figurines - Persephone and Athena (4) £50.00 £80.00

218

A German porcelain tureen and cover with loop
handle finial, decorated with floral sprays; 26 cm
diameter; the base with Saxe and Coronet mark,
228
20th Century to/w a Dresden ewer with loop
handle and a vase with foliate rim; both decorated
with floral sprays and with underglaze blue
Dresden and Coronet marks; the first and larger 15
229
cm. high, 19th/20th Century (3)
£30.00 - £50.00

219

Five Royal Doulton dog models: Working Springer
spaniel with pheasant, HN1138(?); Red Setter,
HN1055; Springer Spaniel, HN1036; English
Setter, HN1051, Dog in a basket, HN2585 and
figure of girl with a puppy titled 'Lets play', HN3397
(6) £60.00 - £100.00

A Moorcroft ovoid vase with long neck, blue ground
decorated with the 'Hibiscus' pattern, printed and
impressed marks and paper label - 'Potter to the
Late Queen Mary', 31.5 cm high £80.00 - £120.00
A large Moorcroft ovoid vase, blue ground
decorated with the 'Hibiscus' pattern, impressed
factory marks and paper label, 32 cm h. £80.00 £120.00

230

A Moorcroft vase decorated with 'Winds of Change'
pattern after Rachel Bishop, impressed and
painted marks to base, 20.5 cm high £150.00 £250.00

Thirteen Beswick Beatrix Potter figures
comprising: Mr Jackson; Benjamin Bunny;
Jemima Puddleduck; Tailor of Gloucester; Peter
Rabbit; Mrs Rabbit; Simkin; Hunca Munca
Sweeping; Mrs Rabbit & Bunnies; Hunca Munca;
Squirrel Nutkin; Pigling Bland; Fierce Bad Rabbit
(13) £100.00 - £150.00

231

A Moorcroft vase decorated with 'Winds of Change'
pattern after Rachel Bishop, impressed and
printed marks to base, 19.5 cm high £80.00 £120.00

232

A Moorcroft table lamp base decorated with the
'Fruit Garden' pattern, 28 cm high overall (including
lamp fittings and wooden base) £80.00 - £120.00

221

Waterford Crystal Tyrone Adare pattern drinking
glasses - four red, two white and six sherry/port
(12) £30.00 - £50.00

233

Two Moorcroft vases decorated with 'Winds of
Change' pattern after Rachel Bishop, 20.5 cm &
12.5 cm high (2) £100.00 - £200.00

222

A Dresden, green-ground trumpet vase, decorated
with a single panel of a floral arrangement; some
gilt detail, 40 cm high; underglaze blue Dresden
mark, 20th Century to/w A Dresden circular dish,
decorated with a central floral design on the
patterned-green ground, 28 cm diameter,
underglaze blue Dresden mark; together with a
tapering cylindrical vase, similarly decorated; 26
cm high; underglaze blue Coronet and impressed
'B' marks, 19th/20th Century (3)
£50.00 - £70.00

234

A large Moorcroft vase decorated with 'Winds of
Change' pattern after Rachel Bishop, impressed
and printed marks to base, 30.5 cm high £150.00 £250.00

235

A Moorcroft ginger jar and cover, blue ground
decorated with the 'Hibiscus' pattern, impressed &
printed marks and oval paper label, 20 cm h.
£80.00 - £120.00

236

A Moorcroft rectangular dish decorated with
'Winds of Change' pattern after Rachel Bishop, 20
x 8.5 cm, c/w box £50.00 - £80.00

220

223

A Crown Staffordshire figural group of children on a
237
mossy bank surrounded by groups of spring
flowers, modelled by T. Bayley, approx. 30 x 23
cm £80.00 - £120.00
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A Moorcroft ovoid vase decorated with 'Tigris Lilies'
pattern after Rachel Bishop, limited edition 6/200,
signed, impressed and printed marks to base, 13

cm high, c/w box £100.00 - £200.00
238

239

240

241

242

and foliate etched trumpet bowl and moulded
stem, 11.5 cm high (4) £40.00 - £60.00

A Moorcroft jug decorated with ''Walnut Tree
Meadow' pattern after Rachel Bishop, signed,
printed and impressed marks to base, 18.5 cm
high, c/w box £80.00 - £120.00
A Moorcroft vase decorated with the 'Gladioli'
pattern after Kerry Goodwin, impressed and
printed marks to base, 23 cm high, c/w box
£120.00 - £160.00
A pair of Maling lustre vases decorated with the
'Azalea' pattern, 21 cm high to/w a Wedgwood
Millennium Art & Music calendar plate and two
Wedgwood Jasper ware trinket dishes, 12 cm (5)
£40.00 - £80.00
A small Pratt pot lid 'Bear, Lion & Cock', c. 1850's
to/w a 'Derby Day' lid, 'Hide & Seek' lid in wooden
frame, 'Uncle Toby' lid and base and 'The Wolf &
the Lamb' lid and base (5) £30.00 - £50.00
A Royal Worcester cabinet plate, cream ground
decorated with ornate classical style raised gilding
and handpainted floral roundels by E. Phillips,
date code 1908, 25.5 cm diam. £60.00 - £80.00

249

A Georgian ale glass having an ogee bowl
decorated with wheel etched hops and barley, tall
baluster stem, fold over domed foot and rough
pontil, 16 cm high £60.00 - £80.00

250

An antique drinking glass having a drawn trumpet
bowl decorated with a wheel etched portrait of
Nelson after Matthew Bolton's Trafalgar medal to
one side and HMS Victory to the other, airtwist
stem, domed fold over foot and rough pontil, 18.4
cm high £80.00 - £120.00

251

A Georgian wine glass having a plain bell bowl,
multiple air twist stem, conical foot and rough
pontil, 18 cm high to/w a similar wine glass with
double opaque twist stem, 17 cm high (2) £60.00 £80.00

252

A Georgian wine glass having an ogee bowl,
multiple opaque twist stem, domed foot and rough
pontil, 16.4 cm high £60.00 - £80.00

253

A Georgian wine glass, the bell bowl etched with a
butterfly, flower head and foliage, multiple opaque
twist stem, conical foot and rough pontil, 17 cm
high £60.00 - £100.00

243

Two Victorian Staffordshire cow creamers and a
Dutch Delft example (3) £40.00 - £60.00

244

A Newhall saucer dish decorated with an exotic
bird in a flowering tree, pattern 1511, 20.5 cm
diam. to/w two 19th century blue and white
transfer decorated large tankards, 14.5 cm high
and a Staffordshire one pint mug decorated with
blue and black bands and black bushes (4) £80.00
- £120.00

254

A Georgian wine glass with bell bowl, air twist
stem, domed foot and rough pontil, 18 cm high
to/w a wine glass with bell shaped bowl, an
opaque multiple twist stem, domed foot and rough
pontil, 17 cm high and a firing glass with multiple
opaque twist stem and rough pontil, 11.5 cm (3)
£80.00 - £120.00

245

A mid 19th century Sunderland lustre ale jug
decorated with a print of the re-modelled New
Bridge, a motto 'Be wise the Christian while you
may...', and a print of 'the Star of Tasmania', 18.5
cm h.to/w a moulded pink lustre Staffordshire jug
inscribed 'Christopher & Mary, Compton 1831, 15
cm h., an early 19th century pink lustre jug
moulded with hunters and hounds and a black
transfer decorated saucer (4) £100.00 - £150.00

255

Two Georgian Irish sweetmeat glasses, possibly
Waterford, the half facetted ogee bowls having
scalloped rims, facetted stems, conical feet and
rough pontils, 17 & 16 cm high (2) £120.00 £160.00

256

A pair of 19th century small heavy thumbnail cut
glasses, ground pontils, 11 cm h. to/w a similar
toast master's glass, 10 cm h. (3) £40.00 - £60.00

257

A Georgian wine glass with bell shaped bowl on a
stem with a baluster knop and ball knop, domed
base and rough pontil, 18 cm high to/w a 19th
century ale glass, the rounded funnel bowl etched
with butterflies and garlands of flowers and foliage,
blade knop stem and stepped foot, 15 cm high
and a small wine glass with grape and vine
etching, double blade knopped stem, conical foot
and rough pontil, 11.5 cm high (3) £50.00 - £80.00

258

A pair of Georgian cut glass barrel shaped
decanters with three facetted rings and lozenge
shaped stoppers, approximately 26 cm h. (2)
£100.00 - £150.00

259

A set of six cut and etched glass champagne
bowls (6) £30.00 - £50.00

260

A pair of 19th century plain rummers, 13.5 cm
high and a sugar crusher to/w a wine glass having
an ogee bowl, short stem with blade knop, rough
pontil, 12 m high, a later cut champagne bowl and
wine glass and a Georgian Irish cut glass boat

246

A Victorian Moore Bros oil lamp base (later
converted to electricity), the oil reservoir decorated
with applied cactus flowers and raised on a gilded
reticulated naturalistic base, approx. 23 cm h.
excluding light fitting. to/w a Beswick model of a
white Persian cat, no 1867 and Barn owl, no 1046
(3) £50.00 - £80.00

247

A George III glass vase, c 1800, the cylindrical
bowl wheel etched with a vignette of the
Sunderland bridge, sailing ships, rowing boats and
bridge dimension, and a further vignette etched
with initials 'AC W to EC' surrounded by thistles
and roses, raised on a knopped stem with square
lemon squeezer base, 23 cm high £300.00 £400.00

248

Two Georgian ale flutes etched with barley and
hops, one having a domed fold over foot, rough
pontils, 14.8 cm high to/w a plain flute with short
knopped stem and a cordial glass having a floral
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shaped salt (7) £30.00 - £50.00
261

262

263

A Dresden-style centre-piece with reticulated
basket, designed as a winged cherub standing
beside a floral decorated stump, underglaze blue
mark; 32cm high £60.00 - £100.00
A Great Exhibition pot-lid, inscribed: 'The Grand
International Building of 1851' together with five
other pot lids, including one decorated with 'Bears
on Rocks', the first 10.5cm diameter. (6) £50.00 £80.00
A small Royal Worcester vase, decorated with
Highland cattle, attributed to Harry Stinton, 11cm
high; together with two other Royal Worcester
objects, comprising: a jug; and a vase (3)
Provenance: The Property of a Lady. For a similar
example of the Stinton's Highland cattle painting,
compare a larger vase, 37cm high, illustrated by
John Sandon on page 158 of Antique
Porcelain/ISBN 1 85149 242 9.
Both Stintons, Father and Son, painted this style
of Highland cattle; the genre was continued by
Edward Townsend, well into the 20th Century.
£60.00 - £100.00

264

A Royal Worcester figure of a standing girl with a
bowl; the base numbered 1774, 18cm high; and a
Royal Worcester vase, decorated with floral
designs, 25cm high (2) £30.00 - £60.00

265

A Doulton/Burselm blue-ground vase with gilt
handles and interior, decorated with a floral
design; the base inscribed: 'Corolian Ware', 30cm
high. £100.00 - £150.00

266

267

268

269

270

A Staffordshire figure and three Royal Doulton
figures, comprising: 'Sam Weller'; 'Sweet &
Twenty', 'Autumn Breezes' and 'Elegance', the last
19cm high (4) £50.00 - £80.00
Three Continental figures of dancers, wearing
embellished ceramic lacework gowns; a Royal
Doulton figure of a Victorian lady; a porcelain
figure of a girl with an instrument; a German figure
of a man, standing beside a recumbent sheep;
and another figure of a man, holding a parasol, the
last 18cm high (7) £80.00 - £100.00

271

A set of twelve Royal Worcester coffee cans and
saucers, the saucers 11cm diameter (24) £30.00 £50.00

272

A set of nine blue cordial glasses, each one on
cylindrical foot, 13cm high (9) £20.00 - £30.00

273

A pair of candlesticks, possibly Dresden; each
one modelled as a standing boy beside a donkey,
31cm high (2) £80.00 - £120.00

274

Three English lustre wares, comprising: a relief
moulded jug, inscribed Edwd.& Elizh.
Heaton/Hatton Lancashire 1817; a small
Sunderland jug; and a pink goblet; the first 13cm
high (3) £30.00 - £50.00

275

A Worcester underglaze blue and enamel
decorated, circular bowl and domed cover with
flower finial, decorated with alternate bands of
floral designs, 11.5cm diameter £50.00 - £100.00

276

Three Pinxton, Derbyshire saucers and two cups
(one cup with P150 mark); together with a blueground dish, possibly Pinxtons; and a blue and gilt
decorated trio (9)
For other examples of the Pinxton marks, see
page 31 of The Pinxton China Factory by
C.L.Exley. Whilst the blue ground dish in this lot
has not been definitively attributed to Pinxton, the
factory did produce wares decorated with sixpointed stars (op. cit. above, plate 27 refers).
£50.00 - £100.00

277

A Bloor Derby tureen (cover lacking), decorated
with floral designs, 26cm long; together with: a
pair of Derby soup plates; a Derby dish; and a
Derby lozenge-shaped dish. The last 28cm long.
18th or 19th Century (5) £50.00 - £100.00

278

A Pinxton, Derbyshire mug, decorated with a floral
arrangement on the yellow ground, 9.5cm high,
probably Billingsley era; together with a Pinxton,
monogrammed beaker decorated with a pink and
gilt design, 8.5cm high (2) £50.00 - £100.00

279

A Pinxton, Derbyshire cup and saucer; the saucer
decorated with a river landscape, and the cup
decorated with two oval panels of houses and
gardens, the saucer 14 cm diameter. Together
with the original 1973 Henry Spencer & Sons
catalogue and invoice (4)

Seven various porcelain figures, comprising: a girl
with a rabbit; and three male and female pairs of
figures; two of the pairs with underglaze blue
marks with N beneath a coronet; the first figure,
21cm high (7) £50.00 - £100.00
Three Pieces of German porcelain, possibly
Dresden, comprising: A Meissen style oval box
and cover, painted in the interior with a pastoral
scene; a group designed as a couple with a dog;
and a basket with reticulated design supported by
three cherubs. The last 26cm wide (3) £50.00 £100.00
A Derby slop bowl with floral and gilt designs;
together with a set of twelve un-marked dishes
decorated with ornithology designs (13) £30.00 £50.00
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Provenance: Purchased for £12 (Lot 14/28-9-1973)
from the Fieldhead, The Park, Mansfield,
Nottinghamshire sale conducted by Henry
Spencer and Son. £50.00 - £100.00
280

A Bloor Derby soup plate, decorated with bold
floral designs, 26cm diameter; together with a
Bloor Derby saucer dish with floral panels and blue
ground, 19cm., and two other dishes, also with
floral designs, one Derby and one Bloor Derby (4)
£50.00 - £100.00

281

A Derby Imari pattern, slop bowl, S&H mark for
Stevenson and Hancock, 13.5cm diameter;
together with four Royal Crown Derby dishes, all

decorated with an Imari design [5] £50.00 - £100.00
282

A Pinxton, Derbyshire dish decorated with a
mountainous, river landscape. The base with star
and crescent mark, 22.5cm diameter.
The star and crescent mark here indicates that the
date of manufacture is after 1799. This is the date
when John Coke is thought to have adopted the
mark, following Billingsley's departure from
Pinxton (Page 32 from The Pinxton China Factory
by C.L.Exley, refers) £40.00 - £80.00

283

Three Derby Imari dishes, S&H marks for
Stevenson and Hancock, 18cm diameter, circa
1850-70; together with three pieces of Royal
Crown Derby, comprising a cup and saucer, and
small dish (6) £50.00 - £100.00

284

Three Pinxton, Derbyshire trios, all probably
Billingsley era, comprising: one decorated with
roses and gilt; one with a gilt arrow band at the
rim; and one with a red/brown floral design. The
last with saucer 14.5cm diameter, all un-marked
(9) £60.00 - £100.00

285

286

287

A pair of Bloor Derby saucers decorated with blue
and gilt bands, 15cm diameter; a Derby trio
decorated with scrolling shell type bands; a pair of
Derby dishes decorated with blue and gilt
curvilinear deigns, 22cm diameter; and a lozengeshaped dish with Derby and H.S. Hancock mark,
28cm diameter (8) £50.00 - £100.00
Three white monochrome, Stevenson & Hancock
Derby models of animals, comprising: two
crocodiles and a standing dog; all with underglaze
blue Derby mark; together with a Derby vase with
domed, reticulated cover, JR mark above Derby
SH, Stevenson and Hancock, mark. The larger
crocodile 13cm. long (4) £50.00 - £100.00

base, indicating era of John Coke's second sole
proprietorship (3) £50.00 - £100.00
290

Provenance: The Derby cup and saucer with
A.R.Hobbs Collection label, No.138B £50.00 £100.00
291

An English trio; five English cups and saucers; a
Royal Worcester cup; a Worcester/Locke & Co.
vase with reticulated design; and a number of
other items, including: a Wedgwood lustre
octagonal cup, two English dishes, a Chapman
Trio, a Royal Crown Derby shell dish, and a
campana-shaped vase (lot) £50.00 - £100.00

292

Two English trios, possibly Worcester, all six
pieces with underglaze blue crescent mark. Each
trio comprising a teabowl, coffee cup and saucer,
the saucers both about 13.5cm diameter; together
with seven English plates, including one by
Chamberlain's Worcester, and one by
Rockingham (13) £50.00 - £100.00

293

An elegant Worcester, Barr, Flight and Barr part
service, comprising: two teapots and covers; a
sauce tureen and stand; six coffee cans; four
teacups; a slop bowl; one dish; one saucer; and a
tureen or other stand;each one decorated engrisaille and gilt with characters from classical
mythology. The larger teapot 26cm long (18)
£200.00 - £400.00

294

An English part-service, comprising: eight
saucers; seven coffee cups; one milk jug; a slop
bowl and three teabowls; each saucer 23cm
diameter; probably Worcester and 18th/19th
Century (20) £80.00 - £120.00

Three Bloor Derby Cups with a saucer en-suite;
two Bloor Derby saucers; two yellow-ground
295
Stevenson and Hancock saucers; three gilt
decorated, Derby teabowls; and four various Derby
cups and saucers, including one with spiral
moulding (19)
Provenance:The spirally moulded cup and saucer,
probably Lot 40/28-9-1973 from the Fieldhead, The
Park, Mansfield, Nottinghamshire Collection sold
by Henry Spencer & Sons.
296
£50.00 - £100.00

288

289

A Pinxton, Derbyshire coffee cup with similar
saucer, both Coke era; and a large cup and
saucer with floral design, possibly Torksey.
Together with a Sunderland lustre saucer, an unmarked coffee can and eight books related to
Pinxton or ceramics, including: The Pinxton China
Factory by C.L.Exley and Derby Porcelain by
F.Brayshaw Gilhespy (13) £40.00 - £80.00
A pair of Pinxton, Derbyshire dishes; each one
with gilt rim, and decorated with floral designs,
19.5cm diameter; together with a large slop bowl
with ribbed exterior; all three with arrow mark to
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A Derby cup and saucer, decorated with a lozenge
band design; together with a Derby bowl and
cover, six English cups, an English trio, and a
small Royal Crown Derby watering can (lot)

A Spode Imari part-service, decorated with floral
arrangements, comprising: four shell-shaped
vegetable serving dishes; eighteen circular plates;
two lozenge-shaped dishes; two rectangular
dishes with handles; and one large shaped
rectangular dish with handles. The last 35 cm.
long. Pattern, or other, number 3875 with marks
for Spodes/New Stone, 19th Century [27] £50.00 £100.00
A Worcester, Flight part service, comprising: a
pair of oval dishes of foliate form; a tazza on
cylindrical foot; and five dishes; the tazza 24.5cm
diameter (8) £30.00 - £50.00

297

A late Foley part service, decorated in the Imari
style, comprising: eight cups and saucers; eight
saucers; two plates; a slop bowl and a milk jug;
each piece marked late Foley/Shelley England.
The plates 23cm diameter (28) £30.00 - £50.00

298

A set of six Champagne flutes; together with a
cranberry glass bell, and a yellow-green decanter
or claret jug with stopper; the last 35cm high (8)
£50.00 - £100.00

299

300

301

302

303

Two Ruskin vases; each one with oviform body;
311
the taller with orange lustre glaze and impressed
Ruskin/1921/England; the shorter, 20cm high,
312
inscribed on the base 'W.Howson
Taylor/Ruskin/England/1930' (2) £200.00 - £400.00
Three Art Deco style glass vases: one with
trumpet neck, signed on the base Heron Glass;
one of square section with stopper, the base
inscribed; and a small oviform vase with iridescent
design; the tallest 30cm high (3) £30.00 - £50.00
A Copeland oval tureen stand, 54 cm diameter,
with Victorian registration mark; together with a
circular tureen, cover and ladle en-suite; all
decorated with a pastoral scene, 19th Century (3)
£50.00 - £100.00
Two silver mounted, Royal Doulton glazed
stonewares, comprising: a jug with silver rim (HW
hallmarks for Sheffield 1903); and a beaker with
silver rim (HW hallmarks for Sheffield 1899). Each
one with Royal Doulton/England impressed mark.
The jug 19cm high (2) £30.00 - £50.00
A Royal Worcester part service, comprising: six
oval serving dishes; 49 plates; two oval tureens;
two small circular tureens; one large tureen; and
three tureen covers; each piece decorated with
Natural History designs of butterflies, peony and
prunus; some with Crown and W marks for Royal
Worcester Porcelain Works. £150.00 - £250.00

304

Victorian and later cranberry glass comprising five
jugs and three vases (7) £50.00 - £80.00

305

Victorian cranberry glass comprising a decanter
and stopper, pot and cover, sugar bowl and
matching milk jug and three further jugs (7) £50.00
- £80.00

306

WITHDRAWN - A Burleigh vase decorated with
two love birds, decorated with two tropical Birds of
Paradise, 19 cm high
Cf. a similar example on p 59 of 'Collecting
Burleigh Jugs' by Elizabeth R. Coupe £30.00 £50.00

307

A Royal Worcester Parian group, modelled by
W.B. Kirk as Faust and Margarite; on circular unmarked base, 19th Century
For a similar example, see The Parian
Phenomenon by Richard Dennis. £100.00 £150.00

308

A Staffordshire circular dish with moulded foliate
rim decorated in the Whieldon style with the
mottled 'tortoiseshell' design in yellow, green, blue
and brown; 19 cm diameter, late 18th Century;
together with a small mustard of barrel form with
looped handle (2) £50.00 - £80.00

309

Thirteen pin cushion/tea cosy continental
porcelain half figures (13) £50.00 - £80.00

310

Seven Victorian green pressed drinking glasses,
12.5 cm to/w four Bristol blue sherry glasses and
seven Bohemian ruby glass hock glasses with
enamelled fruit and vine decoration (18) £50.00 £80.00
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A set of six large Victorian heavy ornate cut glass
goblets, 14.5 cm h. (6) £80.00 - £120.00
A late 18th/early 19th century glass loving cup
having simple floral cut decoration raised on a misshapen circular foot, rough pontil, possibly Cork,
Ireland, 12.5 cm h. £50.00 - £80.00

313

A Davenport Victorian part tea service, grey
ground with gilded decoration and painted floral
sprays, comprising: sandwich plate, two bowls,
three tea cups, three saucers, two small dishes
and teapot stand (12) £30.00 - £50.00

314

A pair of Victorian Staffordshire spill vases
depicting a fanch bird perched on a branch, bears
Dreweatt Neate The Reverend Barry Bloomfield
collection 1989 label to base, 15 cm h. (2) £60.00 £80.00

315

A Victorian Staffordshire flatback depicting a
seated boy and cow, 11.5 cm high to/w a
Victorian Staffordshire flatback of two Scottish
men and a seated dog, 30.5 cm high and a
Staffordshire 19th century Toby jug (3) £30.00 £50.00

316

Three Victorian Staffordshire flatbacks - figure of a
sailor, 27 cm h.; a seated figure of Shakespeare,
17 cm and a woman standing with a large sheep,
20 cm h. (3) £30.00 - £50.00

317

Victorian Staffordshire models, comprising: Zebra,
12 cm high, two recumbent sheep, 5.5 cm high
and two pairs of fireside spaniels, 25 cm & 26 cm
(7) £40.00 - £60.00

318

An elegant Spode, commemorative Loving Cup
made to celebrate the 80th Birthday of Her
Majesty, Queen Elizabeth, The Queen Mother.
No. 29 from a Limited Edition of 500, 16 cm high;
together with: a Spode/Copelands China greenground sauce tureen and cover; and a pair of
Spode octagonal dishes, celebrating the 200th
Anniversary of fine bone china, Nos. 108 and 122
from a Limited Edition of 2000, a Continental, eggshaped, box with hinged cover decorated with two
narrative scenes, probably after the 1792-1795
original of Francis Wheatley's 'Cries of London', 11
cm high; together with two Dresden or other,
groups, each one modelled as a girl wearing
embellished ceramic lacework, and seated with
her dog [7]
£50.00 - £80.00

319

A set of seven 19th century wine glasses with a
round funnel bowl, inverted baluster stem and plain
foot, 15.5 cm h. (7) £30.00 - £50.00

320

A Charlotte Rhead dish decorated with leaf
designs, 32 cm diameter; together with a pair of
Shelley, blue-ground spill vases, decorated with
Japanese gardens, 25 cm high (3) £50.00 - £80.00

321

A pair of glass decanters and stoppers; each
decanter with trumpet neck and oviform, faceted
body, 27cm high, 19th Century (2)
£30.00 - £50.00

322

A Victorian porcelain dessert service comprising

four tazzas and ten plates, each item printed with
a scene from The Fables of Jean de la Fontaine
and suitably inscribed on the back to/w eight
Copeland dessert plates (22) £80.00 - £120.00
323

Two Beswick models - Friesian Bull 'Ch.
Coddington Hilt Bar', no 1439A and Friesian cow'
Ch. Claybury Leegwater', no 1362A (2) £80.00 £120.00

336

1970s leather garments by Josephine - pink
leather jump suit with plaited belt, a vieux rose
coloured suede jacket, a pink suede skirt and
matching peplum jacket and a lilac leather fitted
jacket with stitchwork detail (all size 10) (4)
£100.00 - £150.00

337

1970s leather garments by Josephine - a
patchwork pale tan suede jacket and skirt, a coral
red suede shirt dress, a sage green suede culotte
suit and a light brown suede jacket with ruffled
collar (all size 10) (4) £100.00 - £150.00

338

1970s leather garments by Josephine - a full
length coloured patchwork suede skirt, a green
and tan suede long waistcoat with satin lining, a
sleeveless black suede jump suit with applied leaf
motifs, a pale yellow leather dress with applied tan
leaf detail, a patchwork leather dress with zip
fastening to front and a black patchwork leather
sleeveless jump-suit (all size 10) (6) £200.00 £250.00

339

1970s/80s leather garments by Josephine - an offwhite fitted leather jacket with mandarin collar, a
pale tan suede jacket, a red leather jacket with red
satin lining, to/w a blouson-style black suede long
jacket printed with paisley metallic detailing and
knitted hem and cuffs by Dija (all size 10/12) (4)
£100.00 - £150.00

324

Three Royal Doulton figurines - Spring, Summer
and Autumn (3) £60.00 - £80.00

325

A 1970s Christian Dior blue/green wool suit, size
S/M, a 1970s Christian Dior Boutique brown
patterned jersey maxi dress and a Christian Dior
cream evening skirt, 26" waist (3) (All size 10)
£80.00 - £120.00

326

A 'Custom Casuals' New York pink wool boucle
dress suit, a 'Mountain Home' grey, edged red
jersey dress suit, a navy blue 'Post & Rail' Santa
Barbara jacket (all size 10) and a cream Peggy
French dress suit (size 12) (4) £60.00 - £80.00

327

A 1970s mustard suede long waistcoat, a Bergdorf
Goodman striped suede and leather shift dress
and a beige suede dress/coat with knitted sleeves
and trim (3) £50.00 - £60.00

328

A G. Gucci green/pink checked, leather trimmed
skirt (30" waist) and a Hermes, Paris wool
gabardine and leather trimmed skirt ((26" waist) (2) 340
£80.00 - £120.00

329

A 1950s duchess satin floral embossed evening
gown with ruched bodice, a sage green/petrol grey
brocade cocktail dress, a 1950s pink evening
gown with floral and beaded embellishment and a
1950s embossed yellow and white cotton evening
dress with floral detailing to neck and waist-band
(all size 10) (4) £80.00 - £120.00

330

A 1970s Gina Fratini peasant style dress with over
dress, a green wool jersey dress with pink/green
floral plush skirt and an H & L black wool and silk
mix cocktail dress (size 12) (3) £50.00 - £60.00

331

A Givenchy Boutique, Paris bronze woven silk and
black silk velvet evening dress with organza lining,
42 cm across chest £80.00 - £120.00

332

A 1970s Bus Stop by Lee Bender pink satin
blouse, a Bus Stop yellow satin blouse and a
grey/red/yellow striped dress (all size 10) (3)
£40.00 - £60.00

333

An original Biba 1970s dress heavy lilac satin
maxi dress with tie to front (size 10) to/w a Biba
faux fur shoulder cape (2) £150.00 - £200.00

341

1970s leather garments by Josephine - a vibrant
purple leather skirt suit, a vibrant red leather skirt
suit and a deep red leather waisted dress with
cape sleeves (size 10) (3) £100.00 - £150.00

342

1970's leather garments by Josephine - a coral red
suede shirt dress with cowled neck, a pale grey
leather waistcoat with matching long skirt, a black
leather jacket with snakeskin collar, a lilac suede
jacket applied with snakeskin motifs, a lilac
patchwork leather and suede blouson top with
applied floral detail (size 10/12) (5) £100.00 £150.00

342A 1970s leather garments by Josephine - a jade
green suede short/jacket with mandarin collar, a
natural suede shirt jacket, a cerise pink suede
jacket and a silver leather jacket with tie belt (4)
£30.00 - £50.00

334

A 1970s Jean Varon cream grosgrain silk evening
dress printed with botanical flora with cream floral
corsage, size 12 £80.00 - £120.00

335

A Bruce Oldfield black organza blouse, a Lutz
Teuttoff vibrant silk shirt dress in abstract pattern,
a 1970s Patsy B Sport Co. London red/white
checked coat/dress and a 1970s ribbed pink coat
with zip fastening (all size 10/12) (4) £60.00 £80.00
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1970s leather garments by Josephine - a blue
punched leather peacock blue full length coat and
a dark tan punched leather open coat (size 10/12)
(2) £80.00 - £120.00

14

343

1970s leather garments by Josephine - a cream
suede jacket with leather collar, a belted black
suede jump suit and a textured oatmeal suede
dress suit with applied leather diamond motifs (all
size 10) (3) £100.00 - £150.00

344

A mid-brown shadowed mink coat with neat collar
and flared sleeves, 56 cm across chest, reputedly
made for Jane Baxter film/stage actress 19281970s with original moth-proof canvas protector
£80.00 - £120.00

345

A beaver lamb fur coat, 52 cm across chest

£20.00 - £30.00
346

347

348

A black curly Mongolian lamb jacket, 50 cm
across chest, to/w a Muz of Kenilworth black/grey
checked mohair jacket with belt, 50 cm across
chest (2) £80.00 - £120.00
A pale sand-coloured soft leather full length lady's
coat with tan collar and cuffs and oatmeal silk
lining, 62 cm across chest £80.00 - £120.00
An Arctic fox fur full length coat, with neat collar
and belled sleeves, ivory silk satin lining, 47 cm
across chest £180.00 - £200.00

349

A patchwork coney fur jacket with fur-lined hood in
white/grey/brown, 47 cm across chest, to/w a
patchwork black leather 'bomber' jacket with black
coney fur lined hood, size 8 (2) £40.00 - £50.00

350

A black and white pony fur jacket with white
leather shoulders and sleeves, purple satin lining,
50 cm across chest £40.00 - £60.00

351

A 1970s Jaeger lady's black/white checked wool
skirt suit with short, box-shaped jacket, size 16,
to/w a gentleman's vintage 100% wool gabardine
raincoat, retailed by Moss Bros. 53 cm across
chest (2) £30.00 - £50.00

352

A vintage Royal Artillery dress uniform complete
with waistcoat and full complement of brass
buttons with makers label for Hawkes & Co. Ltd.,
Savile Row W1 £50.00 - £60.00

353

A Berlin Schutspolizei tunic, circa 1973, 54 cm
across chest £20.00 - £50.00

354

A French Artillery O/R's khaki wool tunic and
trousers, circa 1940, 54 cm across chest £80.00 £120.00

355

A 1950s morning suit with braiding to trousers, 48
cm across chest, 32" waist, by Hall Bros. Ltd.,
Oxford £40.00 - £50.00

362

A pair of navy blue/cream ticking curtains, each
91.5 cm wide x 162 cm drop £80.00 - £120.00

363

A black silk top hat 'Extra Quality' with monogram
printed on ivory moire silk lining, 54 cm circ., 15.5
cm across x 19 cm front to back, to/w bentwood
hat box £40.00 - £60.00

364

A Victorian ivory silk floral damascene brocade
skirt with short train, the hem with tiered net lace
and pleated silk with double row of paste set
embellishment above £100.00 - £150.00

365

A Victorian pale eau de nil damascene brocade
skirt with ivory silk floral sprays, with netted lace
trim attached to glazed cotton under-skirt, to/w an
ivory silk boned bodice with matching netted lace
neck and sleeves (2) £100.00 - £150.00

366

A Victorian black silk open over-dress with boned
bodice to jacket, the repeating pattern in muted
green, brown and green, to/w heavy weight black
silk satin under-skirt and a lighter weight black silk
satin skirt with amber and black pleated edging to
hem to match dress (3) £200.00 - £300.00

366A An Indian profusely embroidered and mirrored
hanging, 65 x 130 cm, a similar beaded and
sequinned patchwork hanging, 140 x 98 cm, to/w
a black leather Bruno Magli handbag and a black
leather/crocodile handbag, a crewel work bag and
a Harrods 'Noddy and Big Ears' shopper £50.00 £60.00
367

1970s leather garments by Josephine - Lemon
leather patchwork shoulder cape, a coney fur and
grey leather shoulder cape, a red suede, black
snakeskin and ermine fur trimmed cape and a red
leather free-style cape (4) £50.00 - £60.00

368

Nine assorted 1970s Josephine leather and suede
skirts (size 10/12) £60.00 - £80.00

369

A black silk top hat retailed by Tress & Co.,
London 'Made expressly for H. H. Cox (successor
to Tryner Lynn), 70 High St., Grantham', in original
cardboard box £80.00 - £100.00

370

A cream mohair Dean's 1950s polar bear, a
Victorian black grosgrain silk and sequinned
boned bodice retailed by Jolly & Son, Bath, a W.
Vero & Co. vintage pith helmet and an Edwardian
needle-run ivory lace and silk parasol £30.00 £50.00

371

Two WW1 silk handkerchiefs printed with lyrics
and music to 'It's a long long way to Tipperary',
four Maltese lace edged silk handkerchiefs, a flag,
four Victorian embroidered and embroidery
anglaise baby gowns, camisole top, 1940s
tablecloth, a Chinese ivory silk embroidered
fringed shawl, 174 cm x 164 cm etc. £60.00 £80.00

372

Two leather clutch bags, a green suede example,
a Gucci leather and fabric shoulder bag, a yellow
suede shoulder bag, two evening bags and a large
red faux leather tote bag £60.00 - £80.00

355A A vintage light brown mink fur coat, 53 cm across
chest £50.00 - £80.00
356

A pair of metallic iridescent green lined and interlined curtains with tie-backs, each curtain 95 cm
wide x 215 cm drop £200.00 - £300.00

357

A pair of deep red velvet damask curtains, with
black-out lining and inter-lining, each curtain 128
cm wide x 220 cm drop £200.00 - £400.00

358

A pair of heavy crushed velvet graphite grey
curtains (lined with same fabric), each curtain 118
cm wide x 275 cm drop £300.00 - £400.00

359

A single lined and inter-lined curtain in a cherry
red textured dralon fabric, 113 cm wide x 238 cm
drop £100.00 - £200.00

360

A pair of contemporary natural linen effect ground
lined and inter-lined curtains with red floral and
foliate design, each curtain 113 cm wide x 276 cm
drop £60.00 - £80.00

361

A pair of pale maize damask curtains, unused,
each curtain 110 cm wide x 216 cm drop £100.00 £150.00
373
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A Victorian lace and beaded boned bodice, A
Valentino, Swimwear, Italy beach cover-up, a

1980s Marco Fellini black cotton and green striped
jump-suit, a floral cotton pheasant style blouse,
other blouses, red jersey evening dress etc.
£40.00 - £50.00
374

A grey felt top hat by Scott & Co., 'Hatters to HM
The King & The Royal Family', 58 cm circ. to/w a
hard top bowler hat, Herbert & Johnson, New Bond
St., 58 cm circ. (2) £40.00 - £60.00

375

A shadowed musquash fur evening stole and a
brown squirrel fur evening stole, both with brown
satin lining (2) £50.00 - £60.00

376

A 1970s yellow leather bodice, a purple suede
halter neck dress, two leather skirts, suede
waistcoat and jacket etc. £40.00 - £50.00

377

A collection Victorian needle-run lace items to
include; jacket, a child's dress and silk lace-edged
under-dress, a lace skirt border, skirt, to/w
Maltese lace collar etc. £60.00 - £80.00

378

An Edwardian foliate embossed heavy cotton
bedspread, to/w six lengths of crocheted cotton
edging £40.00 - £60.00

380

Three boxes of assorted Victorian and later
costume to include; ivory floral embroidered
jacket, skirt and bodice, ivory silk jacket, red
velvet skirt, lace underskirts, lace insert camisole,
an embroidered black silk embroidered apron, a
1940s floral silk dress etc. £100.00 - £150.00

381

383

384

387

A late 19th century Kashmiri paisley wool shawl,
330 cm x 330 cm £200.00 - £400.00

388

A mid 18th century peach silk and gold
metalissed thread fabric piece worked with
flowering trailing branches, 208 cm x 250 cm
£200.00 - £300.00

389

A box containing a collection of cotton Victorian
infants' gowns, two later dresses (an embroidered
organza dress and a smocked blue dress),
aprons, 1930s lady's floral crepe dress, to/w
another box containing a 1950s Japanese kimono,
a red cloak, a blue/yellow/white striped tunic, a
Turkish blue heavy cotton embroidered tunic top, a
collection of starched gentlemen's collars etc (2
boxes) £50.00 - £60.00

390

A 16th century (by family repute) Italian cope,
woven silk, pale yellow/pale terracotta ground with
floral and foliate sprays in pink, green, yellow and
peach, the outer edge and back trimmed with
silver braiding, 88 cm across shoulders and 142
cm from nape of neck to hem £500.00 - £800.00

Two Edwardian linen cut-out work and
embroidered parasols, a Gucci leather and fabric
shoulder bag, a grosgrain black silk evening bag,
1950s umbrella, pair of suede gloves, etc. £40.00 £60.00
391

379

382

£80.00

An Indonesian panel depicting a stilted temple
worked in yellow metal thread 61 cm x 58 cm, 89
x 79.5 cm, to/w a purple silk panel with woven
pattern in yellow metal thread, 178 x 78 cm (2)
£30.00 - £50.00

392

A shield-shaped screen beaded with repeating
fleur-de-lys design complete with foliate gilded
pole and clamp £50.00 - £100.00

Box of assorted 1970s clothing to include a pair of
original 1970s Biba purple leather platform shoes
with bow detail, a pair of brown suede platform
shoes, Biba brown wool jersey dress (a/f), Paul
Reeves For the Universal Witness Ltd.
brown/cream crepe blouse (size 12) etc. £40.00 £50.00

393

Eleven 1970s assorted leather and suede ladies'
trousers including; gold, punched brown leather
and chamois examples £60.00 - £80.00

Box of assorted table linen some examples with
deep crocheted edging and embroidery £20.00 £40.00

394

A vintage suitcase containing 1950s woodbark
curtains, damask tablecloths etc. to/w a box of
assorted table linen with drawn-thread work,
crocheted doileys etc. £30.00 - £50.00

395

A collection of 1970s leather skirt suits to include
a silver leather example and a peach suede suit
inset with pony fur (all size 10) £30.00 - £50.00

396

A pair of eau de nil moire silk effect lined and interlined curtains edged in ivory, each curtain 98 cm
wide x 243 cm drop £80.00 - £120.00

397

A peacock blue suede jacket and an emerald
green suede jacket, both 50 cm across chest
£30.00 - £50.00

398

A 1960s Feminette Models Ltd. cocktail dress,
mocha ground with black abstract design, pleated
black chiffon straps with two flowing chiffon panels
to back, boned bodice, 36 cm across chest
£30.00 - £50.00

399

A 1970s ethnic style cotton dress with
embroidered bib, red cotton printed with blue/green
floral sprays, 42 cm across chest £20.00 - £40.00

A black silk Chinese fringed shawl embroidered
with peonies and floral sprays, 146 cm x 158 cm
(plus border and fringing 45 cm), an Chinese ivory
silk shawl embroidered with floral sprays, 150 cm
x 160 cm (plus fringing 9 cm) and a floral and
foliate embroidered linen tablecloth, 207 cm x 235
cm (3) £180.00 - £200.00
An early 1900s double Ikat panel with fringing to
ends, 245 cm x 108 cm, an embroidered cotton
fabric piece, a Chinese painted and embroidered
doiley set and a large Chinese linen tablecloth
embroidered with birds perched on flowering
branches (4) £100.00 - £120.00

385

A length of ivory white French guipure lace, 160
cm x 90 cm £100.00 - £120.00

386

A quantity of mostly early 1900s needle-run and
other lace edging including embroidery anglaise
and crocheted examples, a needle-run lace
modesty panel etc., to/w a collection of table
linen, some with deep crocheted edging £60.00 -
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400

413

A Persian Bakhtiari rug, central reserve with
stylised tree design within rosette guarded floral
border, 194 x 141 cm £150.00 - £200.00

414

A Persian Isfahan rug, symmetrical floral design
on red ground with ivory palmette border, 250 x
163 cm £150.00 - £200.00

415

A Persian Yazd small carpet with ivory, blue and
green floral tile design within wide banded
repeating border, 296 x 195 cm £150.00 - £200.00

416

A Persian Hamadan carpet, symmetrical floral
design on a red ground within repeating floral multi
borders, 360 x 260 cm £300.00 - £400.00

A 1940s black crepe dress with black lace bodice
and sleeves with green plastic floral buttons, 49
cm across chest, a 1950s black/white spotted
chiffon dress, 54 cm across chest and a 1950s
Tudor black satin cocktail dress with white sprig
motif and side pockets, 52 cm across chest (3)
£40.00 - £60.00

417

A Persian Shiraz small carpet, symmetrical
garden design decorated with flowers and birds,
repeating rosette border, 290 x 195 cm £50.00 £100.00

418

A Persian Nahavand wide runner, floral design on
dark ground within blue conforming border, 245 x
145 cm £150.00 - £200.00

403

A 1970s blue/turquoise/black Casa Pupo wool rug
with tasseled edging, 293 cm x 213 cm £100.00 £150.00

419

A fine Persian silk rug, Tehran circa 1960's, the
ovoid centre panel with floral design on blue, pink
and natural ground, 1.50 x .93 m £300.00 - £400.00

404

A brown musquash fur cape, three mink hats
(brown, cream and black) and an ermine scarf
£40.00 - £50.00

420

A Persian Bakhtiari rug, dark blue and cream
ground, dark red spandrels with wide repeating
cream border, 211 x 139 cm £100.00 - £150.00

405

Two old Afghan Turkoman design rugs, brown-red
ground, 148 x 104 cm (2) £80.00 - £120.00

406

A worn antique Shirvan rug, the four diamond
medallions on dark ground with rosette decoration
with ivory border, 185 x 115 cm to/w a worn
Caucasian blue ground rug, 150 x 110 cm and a
red striped design kelim saddle bag (3) £100.00 £150.00

420A An old Persian Saruk carpet, the floral vine design
on dark coral ground, 4.10 x 2.56 m £400.00 £500.00

401

402

407

A 1940s heavy grained crepe red/white polka dot
dress 51 cm across chest, a deep red Delecto
model 1940s heavy crepe dress with blue
embroidery detail to one shoulder and hip, with
belt, 58 cm across chest, to/w a purple 1940s
'styled' jersey dress, 47 cm across chest (3)
£60.00 - £80.00
A 1940s burnt orange heavy crepe dress, 50 cm
across chest, a grey crepe dress with beaded
embellishment to shoulders, with belt, 56 cm
across chest and a Linda Leigh navy blue heavy
crepe dress with cording and beading to neckline,
57 cm across chest (3) £30.00 - £50.00

A South West Persian rug with linked ivory double
lozenge and botehs on red ground and repeating
geometric border, 180 x 125 cm £80.00 - £120.00

409

A Persian Kerman rug with central floral motif on
cream ground within conforming blue and pink
floral border, 215 x 125 cm £80.00 - £120.00

410

A Persian Qashqai rug, garden design on red
ground with blue spandrels and ivory medallions
within repeating floral border, 194 x 130 cm
£150.00 - £200.00

411

412

A Persian Tabriz rug, all-over floral design on wine
ground within rosette borders, 215 x 125 cm
£180.00 - £220.00

422

A Persian Shirvan rug circa 1960's, traditional
geometric symbols on multi-coloured ground, 2.40
x 1.70 m £50.00 - £80.00

A Persian Qashqai rug, the central diamond ivory
medallion on blue ground with floral design within a
423
double guarded repeating rosette border, 210 x
128 cm £100.00 - £150.00

407A Antique Persian Kurdish rug, geometric design
with four linked diamond medallions on dark
ground within repeating floral borders, 246 x 135
cm £100.00 - £150.00
408

421

424

An old Indo Tabriz carpet, cream ground with
rosettes and palmettes linked by scrolling tendril
within a wide red, multi banded floral border, 445 x
335 cm £200.00 - £300.00

425

An old red ground Turkey carpet with repeating
geometric design, 202 x 200 cm £40.00 - £60.00

426

Turkish geometric design kelim pastel colours,
198 x 296 cm £50.00 - £80.00

427

A Persian Ghoochan runner, red/camel repeating
striped design on dark ground within linked
diamond borders, 319 x 110 cm £250.00 - £300.00

428

A Persian Hamadan runner, the pair of large blue
medallions on wine ground within repeating floral
borders, 320 x 110 cm £180.00 - £220.00

A Persian Tabriz rug, the central reserve with large
medallion on dark blue ground within red floral
palmette border, 194 x 141 cm £140.00 - £180.00 429
A North West Persian rug, floral design on red
ground and double guarded blue palmette border
£80.00 - £120.00
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A Persian Qashqai rug, the central reserve with
repeating boteh design on cream ground within
repeating floral borders, 150 x 115 cm £120.00 £160.00

A Persian Shiraz carpet, central linked triple
medallion on red ground decorated with birds and
flowers with dark spandrels and narrow ivory
border £200.00 - £300.00

430

An antique Hungarian polychrome floral decorated
pine trunk, 97 x 57 x 50 cm high £150.00 - £200.00

431

A 17th century and later carved oak box settle
with panelled back over shaped arms and plank
hinged box seat, 129 x 54 x 130 cm high, possibly
Gloucestershire £800.00 - £1,500.00

432

An antique French oak/elm table, the cleated
plank top over a plain frieze, raised on turned front
legs, 124 x 59 x 73 cm high £180.00 - £220.00

433

A 19th century mahogany folio browser stand, with
lacquered brass fittings, raised on a flat
rectangular folding frame to castors, 109 cm wide
x 118 cm high £500.00 - £600.00

434

A George III flame mahogany serving sideboard,
having a moulded raised splashback over a pair of
frieze drawers, raised on four substantial turned
tapering legs, 198 cm wide x 66 cm x 101 cm high
£400.00 - £600.00

435

436

437

438

439

441

442

443

444

An 18th century oak side table, the pair of frieze
drawers raised on square chamfered legs united
by side stretchers, 96 x 52 x 76 cm high £70.00 £90.00

445

A Danish design teak extending dining table by
, Denmark circa 1970's, the circular top raised on
a quadrupled base to accept two leaf inserts, 110
cm diameter (210 cm extended length) x 110 cm x
72 cm H £280.00 - £220.00

446

A set of seven faux bamboo oak framed rush seat
dining chairs comprising a carver and six side
chairs (7) £400.00 - £500.00

A Victorian pine housekeeper cupboard presented 447
with remnants of washed paint finish comprising
six panelled cupboards over an arrangement of
seven graduated drawers, raised on turned feet, 19 448
x 51 x 228 cm high £400.00 - £600.00
A 19th century continental pine chest of two short
over two long graduated drawers in distressed pale 449
grey painted finish, 105 x 66 x 80 cm high £300.00
- £400.00

A 19th century coopered oak iron bound
cylindrical tapering stick stand, 73 cm high
£100.00 - £150.00
A Bond circular polished steel framed coffee table
with inset glass top and heavy tinted glass base
panel by Jean Marie Massaud £60.00 - £100.00
An 18th century oak mule chest, the single wide
plank hinged top enclosing a deep storage well
with fitted candle box over three fielded ogee
panels and two drawers, raised on shaped bracket
feet, 152 x 58 x 91 cm high £500.00 - £800.00

George Smith, a gloss black framed Louis XVII
style salon armchair upholstered in black cow hide
£300.00 - £400.00

450

A Georgian style mahogany serpentine form chest
of two short over two long graduated drawers
beneath a full width brush slide, raised on splayed
bracket feet, 70 x 45 x 76 cm high £50.00 - £80.00

A 19th century elm and fruitwood spinning wheel
stamped M. Cannon, Fronfield, raised on three
turned legs united by a shaped platform treadle,
90 cm high £40.00 - £60.00

451

A William VI mahogany architects desk, circa
1820, in the manner of Gillow, the hinge over top
enclosing an arrangement of niches over a pull-out
surface incorporating an adjustable tooled leather
rising centre panel, over five drawers opposing
dummy drawer fronts, each with campaign style
brass fittings, raised on tapering octagonal legs to
oversize brass wheels £1,800.00 - £2,200.00

452

A Victorian brass bound coromandel vanity and
jewellery box, the fitted interior with an assortment
of bottles, the box with drawer to one side and
base fitted for jewellery and writing slope, 30.5 x
23 x 18 cm high £250.00 - £350.00

A 19th century Irish stripped pine dresser in two
parts having pierced decoration and four 'hatch'
doors, 144 x 46 x 210 cm high £300.00 - £400.00

439A Robert Alexander, Leith, a Scottish George III
ebonised longcase clock, the eight-day two train
movement with silvered arched dial having
subsidiary seconds and date aperture, 225 cm
overall - the maker recorded in Baillie as working
in Leith 1751 - 1753 £800.00 - £1,200.00
440

the moulded cornice over a pair of fielded ogee
panelled doors flanking a conforming fixed centre
panel, enclosing hanging space with pegs over a
storage well and three drawers, raised on shaped
bracket feet, 152 cm x 53 cm x 202 cm high
£500.00 - £800.00

Jon Culliford, Bristoll (sic), a 17th century
mahogany cockbeaded oak longcase clock, the
thirty hour movement with part engraved brass dial
453
and single hand, 195 cm high £300.00 - £500.00
A & J Carstelli, a 19th mahogany cased stick
barometer with white enamelled register over an
exposed mercury tube, 90 cm long £150.00 £200.00

454

Peter Bower, Redlynch, an 18th century oak
longcase clock, the 30 hour movement with 25 cm
square brass dial with single hand striking the
hours on a bell, 199 cm high sold to/w a single
volume Clocks & Clock makers of Salisbury
(Michael Snell) £500.00 - £700.00
An 18th century oak press cupboard in two parts,
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A late 19th century gilt and simulated shagreen
painted platform toilet mirror, the serpentine base
with three drawers raised on turned feet £100.00 £200.00
An 18th/19th century oak dresser, the upper part
with four tiers over three frieze drawers and a pot
shelf £600.00 - £800.00

455

An early 18th century oak coffer, the wide two
plank top hinged over a triple panel front having
carved basket-weave style decoration, on stile
feet, 141 x 57 x 70 cm high £100.00 - £150.00

456

A 19th century mahogany commode having three

long drawers flanked by fluted full-height pilasters,
raised on turned front feet, 96 x 53 x 91 cm high
£300.00 - £400.00
457

458

cm x 245 cm high £600.00 - £800.00
469

A late 19th century French gilt mantel clock
garniture, the 8-day twin train movement with
enamelled oval Roman numeral plaque within a
470
Louis XV Revival case flanked by sphinx c/w a pair
of matching five candelabra, the clock 47 cm high
overall (3) £400.00 - £600.00
471
A Victorian burr walnut centre table, the oval tilt
top raised on an arrangement of four turned
moulded supports to a quad base on ceramic
castors, 120 x 86 x 74 cm high £180.00 - £220.00

A set of four George III mahogany dining side
chairs having shaped back rails over pierced
vertical splats and upholstered seat pads (4)
£150.00 - £200.00
A late 17th/18th century oak coffer, the wide two
plank top over a twin panel front, on short stile
feet, 126 x 54 x 50 cm £100.00 - £140.00
A Victorian walnut games/work table, the fold over
top enclosing a baize lined surface over a part
fitted frieze drawer flanked by a drawer to each
side, raised on turned supports with moulded
bulbous collars to four scroll legs united by a
turned stretcher, 75 x 43 x 73 cm £180.00 £200.00

459

A George III mahogany serpentine slope top knife
box, the interior fitted with an arrangement of
niches £70.00 - £90.00

460

A George III mahogany bureau, the hinged slope
front enclosing a fitted interior over four long
graduated drawers, raised on shaped bracket feet
£200.00 - £300.00

461

A Victorian mahogany and oak longcase clock,
the eight-day twin train movement with arched
painted dial, having subsidiary seconds, 23 cm
high £200.00 - £300.00

462

Victorian walnut spoon back armchair with button
back over a serpentine seat £100.00 - £150.00

463

A 17th century jointed oak diadarn, the moulted
cornice over a pair of fielded ogee panelled
cupboards flanking two drawers and a further two
drawers over two conforming fielded twin ogee
panelled cupboards, 166 x 65 x 18 cm high
£400.00 - £600.00

464

475
An early 18th century French provincial jointed
chestnut/oak dowry cupboard, probably Provence,
the wide canopy over a frieze carved with two birds
over a cupboard moulded with fleur de lys and
476
crossed arrows centred by a heart, over a drawer
and lower cupboard moulded with a Maltese
cross, on stile feet, 135 cm wide x 66 cm x 217
cm high £250.00 - £350.00

A 17th/18th century oak coffer, the wide plank
hinged top over a jointed and panelled base
£100.00 - £150.00

465

George II mahogany ear back carver with shaped
arms over an upholstered drop in seat to/w a
similar side chair (2) £40.00 - £60.00

466

A Victorian crossbanded mahogany breakfast
table, the circular tilt top with beaded edge and
478
frieze, raised on a gadrooned turned support with
conforming collar on a tri-form platform base, scroll
feet and brass castors, 120 cm diam x 72 cm high
£300.00 - £400.00
479
John Foster, Market Rasen, a 19th century inlaid
oak and mahogany longcase clock, the eight-day
movement with painted arched dial, a shooting
480
scene to the arch, subsidiary seconds and date
aperture, to/w a framed picture of the maker, 211
cm high £250.00 - £300.00

An 18th century provincial oak tripod supper table,
the circular tilt top raised on a turned support to
hipped pad end legs, 86 cm diam, 69.5 cm high
£120.00 - £160.00

467

468

472

Thomas Best, Ilminster (Somerset), a 19th
century oak longcase clock, the eight day two
train movement with enamelled arched dial having
subsidiary seconds and date aperture, 208 cm
high £150.00 - £200.00

473

An Edwardian Sheraton revival satinwood banded
walnut bookcase, the moulded cornice over a pair
of astragal glazed doors over a hinged fold over
surface and full width frieze drawer, raised on
square legs, ex lot 206 Sotheby's 10/9/97 £100.00
- £150.00

474

A 17th century and later Dutch oak and fruitwood
chest in two parts, the upper with two drawers
having appiled geometric mouldings throughout
and ivory roundels, the lower with a pair of
conforming cabinet doors enclosing three further
drawers, raised on bun feet £700.00 - £900.00

477

A George III mahogany library bookcase in two
481
parts, the upper with moulded cornice over a pair
of glazed and brass wired doors over a conforming
482
base, raised on flat turned feet, 140 cm wide x 46
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A Napoleon III style continental walnut escritoire
having a drawer over a fall front enclosing a shelf
and drawer over a further two long drawers raised
on turned legs, 88 x 46 x 153 cm high £400.00 £600.00

A 16th/17th century oak six plank coffer, the
staple hinged top with moulded detail over a
conforming front, raised on shaped ends, 86 x 28
x 45 cm high £150.00 - £200.00
A 17th/18th century oak hanging corner cupboard,
the fielded panel door enclosing shaped shelves,
70 cm wide x 98 cm high £60.00 - £100.00
A Victorian style mahogany framed scroll end
chaise longue upholstered in faux tiger pattern and
of unusually long dimension, 235 x 63 x 81 cm
high (scroll ends) £150.00 - £200.00
A pair of 19th century elm bentwood chairs having
gothic arched backs (2) £200.00 - £300.00
A taxidermy full lion head, mounted on a later

mahogany shield, 60 cm high £600.00 - £800.00

£140.00 - £160.00

483

A mahogany framed and mounted circular plate
glass disc rotating via a crank handle - for the
generation of static electricity, 68 cm high £60.00 £80.00

497

A 19th century dark patinated spelter figural table
lamp 'Phidias', raised on an ebonised base, the
lamp with etched glass shade - converted to
electricity, 73 cm high overall £50.00 - £80.00

484

A 19th century Zanzibar chest, the heavily brass
mounted hardwood trunk with hinged top over
three drawers, raised on later shaped bracket feet,
110 x 49 x 62 cm high £400.00 - £600.00

498

485

A 17th/18th century Spanish walnut table, the
rectangular top over an all-round carved frieze
incorporating two short drawers having iron pulls,
raised on ring turned supports to block feet, united
by a centre stretcher, 146 x 82 x 83 cm high
£500.00 - £700.00

A George III mahogany chest of four long
graduated drawers with ivory escutcheons,
beneath a full width slide, raised on shaped
bracket feet, 86 cm wide x 47 cm x 82 cm high
£200.00 - £300.00

499

A French specimen marble Egyptian Revival clock
garniture, the four window clock case with twin
train drum movement signed F Martin striking the
hours and half hours on a bell surmounted by a
sphinx, the garniture mounted with gilt scarab
beetles, 39 cm high (clock) £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

486

487

A George III cross-banded mahogany demi-lune
card table, the fold over top enclosing a baize lined 500
surface, raised on square tapering gate-leg, 92 cm
wide x 45 x 73 cm high £100.00 - £150.00
An 18th century oak side table, the three plank
top with moulded edge over a frieze drawer, raised
on turned legs terminating in pad feet £200.00 501
£300.00

An 18th century French provincial oak commode,
the moulded edge top over three long drawers
having moulded cartouche panels, raised on short
cabriole legs, 124 cm wide x 56 cm x 88 cm high
£300.00 - £400.00
A rare set of five Murano glass gold fleck palm leaf
wall sconces by Venini, Italy, model no. 413, after
a design by Tomaso Buzzi, each 40cm h, the rope
twist scoll arms to lacquered brass wall fittings,
circa 1930 (5) £500.00 - £800.00

488

A pair of late Georgian mahogany hall chairs with
circular moulded backs over shaped seats raised
on reeded front legs (2) £200.00 - £300.00

489

A 19th century mahogany library box steps, the
top step hinged to reveal a storage well, raised on
square section legs, 70 cm high x 80 cm long
£150.00 - £200.00

502

A Victorian rosewood davenport, the hinged slope
enclosing a maple lined interior over four drawers
opposing dummy drawer fronts supported by twin
columns to a concave base £200.00 - £300.00

490

A French walnut framed wing armchair in brass
studded embossed fabric with serpentine seat,
raised on moulded club legs £100.00 - £150.00

503

A pair of Georgian style brass three branch wall
sconces to/w a pair of twin branch sconces (4)
£60.00 - £100.00

491

A Regency mahogany pole screen with adjustable
needlework panel on brass pole to a triform base
£80.00 - £120.00

504

492

A vintage six drawer advertising cabinet for the
retail of loose branded tobacco including Finest
Silk Cut Virginia, Egyptian blend, Turkish Rounds
etc, 40 x 17 x 73 cm high £300.00 - £400.00

A Victorian mahogany library bookcase, in two
parts, the upper with moulded cornice over a pair
of arched panel glazed doors, the base with a pair
of fielded panel cupboards raised on a plinth base,
132 x 52 x 242 cm high £300.00 - £400.00

505

W & H & Son, a late 19th century walnut cased
architectural cased eight-day mantel clock, the
two train movement striking the quarters and hours
on twin spiral gongs, the silvered dial on a brass
back plate £180.00 - £220.00

506

A German walnut cased mantel clock, the eightday three train movement striking the quarters and
hours on five tubular rods with an arched silvered
dial incorporating subsidiary slow/fast an
chime/silent £150.00 - £200.00

493

494

495

496

A 19th century mahogany bureau, the hinged
slope enclosing a fitted interior over two short over
three long graduated drawers, on shaped bracket
feet, 93 cm wide x 46 cm x 102 cm high £100.00 £200.00

A George III mahogany bureau, the fall enclosing a
fitted interior over four long graduated cockbeaded
drawers retaining original brass swan neck pulls
507
raised on shaped bracket feet, 100 cm x 50 cm x
105 cm high £80.00 - £120.00
A 19th century mahogany bowfront chest of two
short over three long graduated drawers retaining
original turned pulls, raised on splayed bracket
feet united by a shaped apron, 105 x 53 x 104 cm
high £100.00 - £150.00
A 19th century mahogany platform toilet mirror,
the patinated silvered plate raised over a three
drawer base, 48 cm wide x 28 cm x 62 cm high
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A continental oak cased eight-day mantel clock,
the three train movement striking the quarters and
hours on five tubular rods, the brass dial with
silvered chapter ring £100.00 - £150.00

508

A substantial 17th/18th century joint oak low
dresser, the three plank top over three frieze
drawers and raised on baluster turned supports
united by all-round stretcher, 184 x 62 x 85 cm
high £200.00 - £400.00

509

A substantial jointed oak refectory table, 17th

century and later, the framed plank top raised over
a moulded frieze and six bulbous turned supports,
united by square moulded all-round stretchers,
2.98 x 0.83 x 0.82 cm high £3,000.00 - £4,000.00
510

A Dictograph clock in walnut case, 160 cm high x
30.5 cm wide x 15 cm deep £100.00 - £150.00

511

Large Victorian flame mahogany corner cabinet in
two parts, the upper part with glazed doors over a
pair of fielded arched panel doors, 108 cm wide x
211 cm high £100.00 - £150.00

512

An antique terracotta olive jar mounted as a large
table lamp, 70 cm high overall £80.00 - £120.00

513

A French gilt bronze patinated spelter figural
mounted drum mantel clock, the 8-day two train
movement striking on a bell, the white enamelled
dial with floral garlands over a marble base with
applied engraved plaque 'La Maison Sion Freres a
Mme Caboor-Vandorme Maria 1890-1924', 53 cm
h. overall £300.00 - £400.00

514

A Victorian figured mahogany bow front chest of
two short over three long graduated beaded edge
drawers with turned pulls, raised on turned feet,
111 x 56 x 107 cm high £100.00 - £150.00

515

A vintage weighed coppered adjustable desk lamp
£30.00 - £50.00

516

A late 19th Century German mahogany mantle
clock, the eight-day movement quarter-striking on
two coiled gongs, the arched dial with silvered
chapter ring and slow/fast dial, the case with gilt
metal mounts. 42cm high. By Winterhalder &
Hofmeier £300.00 - £400.00

legs to castors £80.00 - £120.00
524

A continental pale grey washed walnut framed
sofa in the Louis XVII style with cream satin
upholstery, raised on fluted turned legs 160 x 70 x
83 cm high £150.00 - £200.00

525

A Victorian sofa attributed to Howard & Son, the
green velvet button upholstered back over open
arms and a deep buttoned seat, raised on short
tapering front legs to brass castors circa 1880,
196 cm long £300.00 - £400.00

526

A pair of George III Chippendale style carved
mahogany ear back armchairs with pierced
shaped vertical splats over overstuffed seats,
raised on hip carved cabriole front legs to ball and
claw feet (2) £300.00 - £400.00

527

A pair of mahogany trafalgar back dining chairs
with overstuffed drop in seat pads to/ ebonised
piano stool (3) £30.00 - £50.00

528

A Victorian graduated three tier drop leaf dumb
waiter, raised on baluster and ring turned pillasters
to three reeded outswept legs on brass paw
sabots and castors, 115 cm high x 75 cm diam
(max) £250.00 - £350.00

529

A pair of 17th/18th century North Italian
fruitwood/walnut side chairs having moulded crests
over vertical splats and a panelled seat, raised on
baluster and block front legs united by a
conforming moulded stretcher (2) £200.00 £300.00

530

A Bush radio in bakelite case, type DAC.90.A
£40.00 - £60.00

517

An oversize brass inlaid walnut dome cased
bracket clock in the Georgian style, the eight-day
two train movement striking the half and hours on
a spiral gong, the 23 cm silvered dial with Roman
numerals, 60 cm high a/f £200.00 - £300.00

531

A pair of late 19th/20th century French gilt bronze
mounted blue porcelain vases, table lamps, the
baluster body with rams head mounts and trailing
vine, raised on well cast square bases on bracket
feet, 50 cm £150.00 - £250.00

518

Vandeplanche, Tourgoing, an Art Deco slate and
onyx eight-day mantel clock, the two train
movement with diamond form silvered dial,
mounted with two cast storks, 58 cm long x 25
cm high £200.00 - £300.00

532

A weathered stonecast recumbant lion garden
statue £100.00 - £150.00

533

A Regency satinwood inlaid rosewood card table,
the baize lined fold over top raised on a turned
pillar to four sabre legs to brass castors £150.00 £180.00

534

A Victorian rosewood breakfast table, the figured
oval top hinged over a multi-facetted tulip form
support to four moulded legs to brass castors, 144
x 111 x 72 cm high £100.00 - £200.00

535

A Victorian mahogany pembroke table, the
rectangular top with rounded drop leaves over a
frieze drawer and opposing dummy drawer, raised
on ring turned legs to brass castors, 82 x 53
(closed) x 71 cm high £50.00 - £100.00

519

A Victorian gothic revival oak buffet, the
rectangular top over a pair of relief carved frieze
drawers flanked by applied geometric tablets and
raised on moulded baluster pillasters to a mid tier
and conforming moulded legs, 123 x 53 x 93 cm
high £200.00 - £300.00

520

A 17th/18th century fruitwood framed cane back
open armchair £80.00 - £120.00

521

A late 19th/20th century moulded walnut framed
upholstered salon armchair £80.00 - £120.00

522

A Victorian button backed serpentine armchair
raised on turned mahogany front legs to white
ceramic castors to/w a similarly upholstered
Victorian nursing chair (2) £100.00 - £150.00

536

An antique cross-banded mahogany double
domed bookcase (previously used as a gun
cabinet), raised on a bulbous turned base united
by flat stretchers £150.00 - £200.00

523

A late 19th century moulded mahogany framed
button upholstered armchair with shaped wing
back and scrolled arms, raised on cabriole front

537

A Victorian stripped pine two part dresser, the
three tier rack over a two drawer base, raised on
square legs, 135 x 53 x 196 cm high £70.00 -
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£100.00
538

A late 17th/18th century French provincial jointed
oak armoire, the doors with moulded twin
cartouche panels, raised on short stile feet
£300.00 - £400.00

539

A 17th century jointed coffer, the two plank hinged
top over a triple fielded panel £100.00 - £150.00

540

A substantial capstan extending mahogany dining
table by Reprodux, the circular top 152 cm diam
with six radiating leaves (contained within a fitted
crate), the whole raised on four turned pillasters to
reeded swept legs terminated by brass sabots and
castors, 214 cm diam (max) x 76 cm high £600.00
- £800.00

541

Eero Saarinen for Arkana, a pair of retro circular
mahogany top side tables raised on white painted
'Tulip' form bases, the undersides cast 'Arkana, 44
cm x 51 cm h (2) £100.00 - £150.00

542

A George III mahogany/oak hanging bowfront
corner cupboard, the shaped cornice over a pair of
fielded panel doors and drawer flanked by blind
drawer fronts, 95 x 132 cm h £80.00 - £120.00

543

A large Victorian overmantel mirror, rectangular
bevelled plate within an overpainted frame with
applied gilt mouldings in the classical style
£100.00 - £150.00

544

A 17th /18th century jointed oak lambing chair, the
wing back with fielded back panel over shaped flat
arms, a panelled box seat and raised on rocking
sledges £300.00 - £500.00

545

A Regency circular giltwood convex mirror, 66 cm
diam £200.00 - £300.00

547

A Regency figured mahogany pedestal breakfast
table, the rectangular tilt top raised on a turned
pillar to four moulded outswept legs to brass paw
caps and castors, 126 x 94 x 71 cm high £300.00 £500.00

548

A large and substantial Art Deco period leaded
marbled glass cinema light fitting, 90 cm diam, by
repute removed from a Leeds cinema £300.00 £400.00

549

A late 19th/20th century carved hardwood circular
table, N. Assam, 62 cm diam x 62 cm high £60.00
- £100.00

550

A good quality ormolu mounted cut glass hanging
electrolier, 34 cm diam x 60 cm high £100.00 £150.00

551

framed wall mirror surmounted by a seated putti
within a floral and ribbon garland, 66 cm high x 82
cm wide £80.00 - £100.00
554

An Irish George III mahogany demi-lune fold over
tea table, the frieze having a pair of drawers,
raised on shell hip carved pad foot legs, 91 cm
diam x 72 cm high £180.00 - £220.00

555

Le Coultre & Cie, a brushed satin brass Atmos
clock, no 186578 with white square dial and gilt
numerals, 24 cm high (no box) £400.00 - £600.00

556

BilliB, Germany, 'Lloyd' model, a good quality
contemporary walnut cased calendar mantel
clock, the three train 8-day movement No.J0249
(3609119164) striking on eight sprung rods
selectable to Westminster, St Michael and
Whittington chimes, the silvered dial with
subsidiary day, date, seconds and an enamelled
moonphase, 28 cm h. (current retail price circa
£3,000) £500.00 - £700.00

557

Two Carriage Clocks: Henry Marc, Paris, a
lacquered brass 8-day two train movement striking
the half hours and hours on a spiral gong, with
white enamelled dial to/w another 8-day brass
carriage clock with fitted leather case (2) £80.00 £150.00

558

Two leather slip cases for shotguns with
sheepskin liners (2) £100.00 - £150.00

559

A large scratch built wooden model of a ten gun
two deck man o'war ship, on wooden stand,
approx 103 cm long, including bow spit £150.00 £200.00

560

A collection of 1960s and later football
programmes and memorabilia, including 1966
World Cup Official Souvenir programme, to/w a
quantity of other programmes - mostly Liverpool
FC, but also Doncaster Rovers, Southampton,
Leeds, Arsenal, Domestic and European
competitions, to/w edition of The Game, football
annuals Liverpool FC calendars, rosette, scarf and
badge, etc. £30.00 - £50.00

561

A Bavarian tinplate magic lantern 'The Queen' - in
original box with a quantity of nursery tale slides,
to/w a quantity of early 'moving picture' film rolls
with part of a projector, three boxes of glass
quarter-plates, developing equipment, etc. (box)
£50.00 - £100.00

562

A vintage cast iron Cannon 7-quart pressure
cooker £20.00 - £40.00

563
An Austin J40 tinplate pedal car by the Austin
Junior Car Factory, early 1950's, with flying 'A'
564
bonnet mascot, red livery and tan seats,
presented in complete original but patinated and
play worn condition, reg no. RKB 1 - for restoration
565
£300.00 - £400.00

552

A 19th century Italian pictorial bone/ivory inlaid
ebonised hall chair with cushion seat £80.00 £100.00

553

A 19th/20th century oval giltwood and gesso
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A bronze mould-casting press £20.00 - £40.00
An early 19th century heavy brass footman with
Gothic pierced decoration, on cabriole supports
£50.00 - £100.00
A Simpson Lawrence Ltd., Glasgow, maritime
search-light model M1947, the stainless steel
casing revolving and tilting, controlled by a belowdeck wheel, height 95 cm overall £250.00 - £300.00
A cast aluminium maritime searchlight on bracket,
27 cm diameter £40.00 - £60.00

567
568
569

570

571

572

573

Two bronze three-foil ship propellors, each 48 cm
diameter £100.00 - £150.00

586
Three pairs of red deer antlers (unmounted) £40.00
- £60.00
587
A Marshall Press camera no 6600739, with Nikkov
1:35 f = 105 mm lens, cased, to/w a Maksutov
Reflex MTO-1000 AM 10,5/1100 lens no 800863,
cased, and a Vivitar Telephoto 1 : 8 f = 800 mm
588
lens no 379001174, cased (3) £250.00 - £300.00
A Salter brass clockwork spit to/w a quantity of
other copper and brassware, including flat-iron,
cream churn, hot water canister and other jugs,
candlestick, etc. (box) £50.00 - £100.00
Approximately 150 Victorian photographic magic
lantern slides with views of the Isle of Wight, to/w
50 Boer War slides £40.00 - £60.00

A pair of dark brown patinated brass wall lights,
cast as winged mermaids £150.00 - £200.00

575

A brass bell, 20 cm diameter, on later bracket
£200.00 - £250.00

576

A Military Indicating Unit (for use with Geiger
counter (not present) from Meter Contamination
No 1 set, in green canvas haversack £80.00 £120.00

577

A brass sextant with silvered dial, by Kelvin
Bottomley & Baird Ltd., Glasgow, in teak case
(case a/f) £70.00 - £100.00

578

A Richards Patent Steam-Engine Indicator by
Elliott Bros., London no. 4991, in fitted teak case
£60.00 - £90.00

579

A set of four chrome Bentley wheel-hubs, 42 cm
£80.00 - £120.00

580

A quantity of copper and brassware, including two
kettles, a footman, conical gallon measure
stamped 'GR', various jugs, horse brasses,
bellows, etc.- boxed and loose £100.00 - £200.00

582

A large slab of amethyst crystals, to/w an
alabaster crystal section (2) £30.00 - £50.00
Hunting Interest: a large 'hunt-meet' oak serving
tray with folding edges, one side with concave
edge (to fit stomach of server) incised with whips
and horseshoe inscribed 'Good Luck', 73 x 73 cm
reputedly from Ampthill House, Bedfordshire
£80.00 - £120.00

An Asian carved teak bowl, raised on turned pillars
and ring base, 42 cm £60.00 - £90.00
A small Wimshurst Machine (static electricity
generator), with composite rotating discs and twin
Leyden jars, on cast iron base, 31 cm high overall
£80.00 - £120.00
A boxed and apparently unused Hornby 00 gauge
Live Steam 'Flying Scotsman', train set £100.00 £150.00

589

A serpentine marble and onyx chessboard with
chess-men, boxed £150.00 - £200.00

590

A vintage tinplate model of a coastal steamer incomplete and in dilapidated condition, 115 cm
£50.00 - £70.00

591
A small collection of Railwayana including
Japanned tin box, candle-lantern, rule-books for
592
railwaymen, Signal Instructions 1939-54 with
plans, photographs and related ephemera £40.00 £60.00
593
A WW2 baby's gas mask £40.00 - £60.00

574

581

£60.00

A vintage wooden pond-model hull of a Victorian
paddle-steamer, incomplete £40.00 - £60.00
A wooden pond-model of a single funnel cruiseship, possibly RMS Carpathian (Cunard), with
electric drive, 155 cm (a/f) £300.00 - £400.00
An Edwardian painted wood pond yacht with linen
sails and weighted keel, on stand, 96 x 96 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

594

A large pond yacht with planked and pinned hull
and weighted keel (lacks mast and rigging), 126
cm £300.00 - £400.00

595

A well-detailed model of HMS Bounty (1787),
under sail, in glazed case, 20th century, 70 x 80
cm overall £100.00 - £150.00

596

Four un-boxed Dinky Toy 29 Double Decker buses
with Enterprise livery to/w unboxed Dinky Toy
vehicles: Duplo Roadmaster coach/Leyland Royal
Tiger 282, Wilts & Dorset livery to/w two others in
red livery and BOAC livery 283
£40.00 - £60.00

597

Seven un-boxed Dinky Toy 29 Double-Decker
buses with Southdown livery to/w five un-boxed
Dinky Toy 29 Double Decker buses in cream and
red livery (12)
£70.00 - £100.00

598

Five un-boxed Dinky Toy Double Decker London
buses to/w two Routemaster buses 289 (7) £40.00
- £60.00

599

A Tri-ang Minic tinplate no 2 Sports Car with red
body and green seats, the clockwork motor with
four gears and reverse, 17 cm unboxed £40.00 £60.00

600

Four mohair teddy bears - Romney Bear, 34 cm;
Hump back unmarked blond bear, 38 cm; Grey
bear 'A J Wentworth BA' by Caroline Jacobs 1995,
44 cm and Woodland Bear 'Hooper', 1998, 23 cm
(4) £20.00 - £30.00

583

A folding low table with inlaid chessboard top
£80.00 - £120.00

584

A Willcox & Gibbs 1883 patent sewing machine,
with case and original direction manual £100.00 £150.00

601

An Edwardian green serge coach-rug, embroidered
with Light Infantry cypher, 178 x 126 cm £30.00 £40.00

585

Two carved wood folding book-slides £40.00 -

602

A pair of military officer's Mess dress-boots with
boot-trees £30.00 - £50.00
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603

A quantity of Britains and other die-cast soldiers
including Foreign Legion, Royal Marines,
Household Cavalry etc, all in played with condition
£40.00 - £60.00

604

A large quantity of Masonic regalia including silver
and other jewels, apron, cuffs, sashes, 'King
Solomons Quarry' gavel, leather cases, rule-books
etc (box) £50.00 - £100.00

605

A large collection of framed butterflies, moths,
beetles and spiders - Malaysian, South American
and Papua New Guinea £100.00 - £150.00

606

Four Victorian copper small jelly-moulds, each 5.5
cm high £50.00 - £70.00

equipment box, complete with contents including
vice £100.00 - £150.00
622

A Normark Insignia 96 78 fly rod with cylindrical
hard-shell case (little used) £40.00 - £60.00

623

A Hardy Bros Palakona split-can fly rod, in wellmade inlaid wood presentation (by the same hand
as lot 621) £80.00 - £120.00

624

A Hardy Bros Sovereign graphite fly rod, 9 ft # 6.7,
with slip case (little used) £60.00 - £90.00

625

A Hardy Bos 'Deluxe Classic' graphite fly rod, 7ft #
314, with slip case (little used) £50.00 - £70.00

626

A Sealey 'Octopus' split-cane 'Octofloat' salmon
fly rod, to/w two vintage bamboo rods and a
heartwood and bamboo boat rod (4) £50.00 £100.00

607

A set of six brass bell-weights, 2 oz -4 lb £40.00 £60.00

608

An antique bell-metal pestle with mortar, to/w a
copper cylindrical box and cover (2) £40.00 £60.00

627

A boxed Abel Super 5 fly reel no S 888 with nylon
pouch (little used), to/w an Abel nylon five-reel
case (2) £80.00 - £120.00

609

Railwayana, two brass bulkhead spirit lamps with
GWR plates £40.00 - £60.00

628

An Adcock 'Stanton' centre pin aluminium coarse
reel, 13 cm diameter £40.00 - £60.00

610

A 19th century copper and brass gun powder/shot629
flask with patent nozzle by James Dixon and Sons
to/w two other powder flasks (3) £80.00 - £120.00

611

A 19th century French pewter taste-vin with
integral bottle-stopper £40.00 - £60.00

630

612

A 19th century lead tobacco box and cover of
elongated octagonal form with African head finial
and embossed foliate decoration, weight within, 14
cm high £70.00 - £100.00

A boxed House of Hardy fly reel, 'The Sovereign'
5/6/7, 7.5 cm, in sheepskin-lined leather case
(little used) £100.00 - £150.00

631

A vintage Allcocks 'Aerial' 11.5 cm salmon fly-reel
with cork spool-liner £100.00 - £150.00

632

An Ari Hart Lake Taupo F3 9 cm fly reel no 1427
(little used) in associated leather pouch £250.00 £300.00

633

A Hardy Bros 7 cm fly reel, 'The Featherweight',
to/w an antique mahogany 10 cm reel and three
other fly reels - 'The Bijou', 'Strike Right Hydraflo'
and an unnamed 6.5 cm reel, and two multiplier
boat-reels (7) £80.00 - £120.00

634

A long walking stick with sheep's horn handle,
to/w a hazel walking stick and a Middle Eastern
walking cane inlaid with wire and mother-of-pearl
(3) £30.00 - £40.00

613

An antique bronze pestle and mortar, 9 cm high,
to/w a copper jelly mould of plain hollow cylindrical
form and a hinged pewter 'grapes' jelly mould (3)
£70.00 - £100.00

A boxed House of Hardy Ultralite Disc # 2/3/4 fly
reel, 7.5 cm, with canvas pouch (little used)
£100.00 - £150.00

614

An Art Deco patinated spelter group of a classical
young woman with a kid-goat, on marble base, 27
x 46 cm £150.00 - £250.00

615

A polished block of petrified wood, 37 cm high
£100.00 - £200.00

616

An Art Deco painted wood wall bracket, carved as
a parrot, 60 cm £50.00 - £70.00

617

A Danish Art Deco verdigris-patinated bronze
635
plate, decorated with the Queen of the Mermaids,
stamped on reverse 'Aegte Bronce Ildfast Argentor' 636
no.54, 27.5 cm diameter £50.00 - £70.00

A Werk Fulpmes mountaineer's ice-pick £80.00 £120.00

618

An Erust Leitz, Wetzlar, brass microscope no
105780, with folding base and platform, in
compact fitted teak case with lenses £70.00 £100.00

637

A collection of over fifty corkscrews - 19th century
and later, including novelty, open barrels,
advertising, finger-pulls, straight-pulls, etc. £60.00 £80.00

619

A C Wheatstone & Co hexagonal concertina with
ebonised ends and 58 plated buttons, inset metal
makers label, in velvet lined and leather bound
case £300.00 - £400.00
An enamel Duckhams advertising sign (lacks
original thermometer), 91 x 33 cm £70.00 - £90.00

638

A 19th century Holborn champagne screw,
Wolverson type with tap and turned wood handle,
to/w a four-finger pull corkscrew (2) £40.00 - £60.00

639

A cast metal car mascot - Black Watch officer, 10
cm, to/w an electroplated ice-hammer with integral
corkscrew and bottle opener by H. V. & Co. and
an electroplated ashtray from Glasgow Golf Club
(3)

620
621

A well-made inlaid wood table top chest of 23
shallow drawers designed as a fishing fly-tier's
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A vintage wood pogo-stick with wrought iron
mounts £200.00 - £250.00

£40.00 - £60.00

English History, London; James Mead 1734 and
Miller, Hugh My Schools and Schoolmasters 29th,
1881 bound and gilt-embossed for National Line
SS Egypt and a single cloth-bound volume,
Children's Magazine £40.00 - £60.00

640

A 19th century Continental paperweight, the glass
top encasing a bas relief scene of 18th century
mounted soldiers and camp followers, in the
manner of Wouwermans, 8 cm £100.00 - £150.00

641

Three Georgian Battersea-style oval enamel 'love
token' patch-boxes with mirror-backed covers:'Within You See What Pleases Me', 'Every Hour
Raptures Shower' and 'A Lovers Gift' (all a/f)
£100.00 - £150.00

655

Eight albums of 1st day covers £40.00 - £60.00

656

An Art Deco walking cane with gilt metal mounts
and ivory cap to/w an ebonised walking stick with
horn handle and embossed silver ferrule, London,
1903 (2) £40.00 - £60.00

A gilt brass and leather jewellery casket with
hinged cover, 13.5 cm wide, to/w a cold-painted
bronze woodcock, 4 cm high, a small bronze
tortoise and other miniature animals £50.00 £70.00

657

A (probably) 18th century ivory crop with spiralcarved grip and gilt metal pommel with foliatechased decoration, 61 cm £50.00 - £70.00

658

A Middle Eastern goblet with tiger's eye bosses,
stamped 925, to/w three brass artillery shell-case
ashtrays, a pair of 19th century brass baluster
candlesticks and four old horse-brasses (box)
£50.00 - £70.00

659

A brass-mounted boxwood rolling ruler, by W
Harlington Ltd, London, teak cased £30.00 - £50.00

660

A set of forty-six 19th century bone and composite
dominoes £20.00 - £40.00

A porcupine-quill box, to/w a mother-of-pearl and
661
abalone visiting-card case, a turned wood snuff
box, bisque miniature costume-doll, antique
wrought iron key, turned treen cotton-reel in case,
and an Ambrotype photograph in gilt frame £70.00 - 662
£100.00

An Indian painted wood box and cover, containing
a quantity of carved bone letters and chess men
£40.00 - £60.00

642

643

A 19th century Continental brass drum cased
desk clock with enamel dial, 9.5 cm, to/w a set of
brass sovereign scales on oak base (2) £40.00 £60.00

644

An antiquity terracotta double-ended oil lamp, to/w
half a stone shabti and a miniature terracotta
figure of a demon (3) £40.00 - £60.00

645

646

A Georgian Battersea-type oval blue enamel patch663
box, the hinged cover decorated with three doves
(one on a nest), to/w a large agate cushionshaped paperweight and a pottery eye-bath with
blue and white transfer printed decoration (3)
£80.00 - £120.00

647

A quantity of 18th century and later World coins,
including some British Empire, to/w
commemorative medallions etc (box) £80.00 £120.00

664

648

An interesting collection of mostly Georgian
copper coins and trade tokens £100.00 - £150.00

649

A German 1775 Regensburg Thaler, the reverse
with city view, milled edge, vf £60.00 - £90.00

650

A quantity of decimal coinage sets,
commemorative crowns etc (box) £50.00 - £80.00

651

An album of 'saucy seaside' postcards, including
McGill to/w various loose postcards, trade cards
and coinage in a mahogany work-box £30.00 £50.00

652

A quantity of cigarette cards and silks loose and
in albums, to/w various sheet music and other
publications £30.00 - £40.00

653

Two albums of Royal Commemorative coin-covers 2002 Jubilee and The Queen Mother £20.00 £40.00

654

A quantity of loose postcards including silks,
greetings, humour and novelty, to/w two leatherbound volumes; Higgins, B - A Short View of the
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665

A Maori carved wood tiki totem bowl with
grotesque mask handle, 15.5 cm long to/w an
Aboriginal boomerang, 61 cm (2) £70.00 - £100.00
A collection of ethnographia, including a richlycarved grotesque mask two piece wall bracket, a
turned ebony with associated oak mortar, an Inca
terracotta figure and flute, a Chinese engraved lead
tea canister and cover and a lacquered wood tangstyle horse (box) £80.00 - £120.00
An African carved wood oval shield, the hollowedout back with loop handle, carved with a mask
to/w a walking cane carved with lizards and
snakes (2) £40.00 - £60.00
A 19th century bentwood circular flour-holder, to/w
a small collection of weaver's shuttles, a shoe
stretcher and a ruler £40.00 - £60.00

666

A small leather attache case containing man's
collectables, including a gold-mounted snakeskin
wallet, brooches, badges, decanter labels and two
19th century cased fleams with tortoiseshell
handles etc to/w a wicker cutlery basket, various
electro plated flatware, gilt-inlaid tortoiseshell
hairbrushes and toilet jar, giltwood easel etc
£50.00 - £70.00

667

A Victorian walnut and brass stereoscopic by
Dixey & Sons, Bond St, London, to/w a quantity of
slides including 1862 International exhibition,
humour, topography, Buffalo Dillon show, Mexico
and America including 'Sport on the Beach,
Atlanta', Cotton Picking, Georgia', New Orleans
etc etc (approx 120 cards) £70.00 - £100.00

668

A Thornton Pickard brass-mounted mahogany halfplate camera with Time & Inst. shutter and Beck

Symmetrical Lens in original case with three
double plate-cases shutter-built with hose and
black over-cloth £250.00 - £350.00
669

Four framed photographs of Suffolk: 'Southwold
Beach 1887', 'Southwold Harbour 1903', 'River
Blyth' and 'Eva' (fishing smack) 1903', 22 x 29 cm,
and 'Under Gun Hill 1905', 15 x 20 cm £40.00 £60.00

670

A pair of large photographic portraits of Queen
Elizabeth II and Prince Phillip, signed and dated
1963, by Dorothy Wilding and Baron (Sterling
Henry Nahum), 52 x 40 cm, to/w another similar
pair by Karsh of Ottawa (4) £200.00 - £300.00

671

Shackleton and his men abandoned the
Endurance on October 27th; they were now
stranded on ice 10 feet thick with 1876 fathoms of
freezing water beneath them. Although a march
across the ice in the direction of Paulet Island
proved impossible, the party were finally able to
launch their lifeboats on 9th April, six months after
Endurance had been lost.
Shackleton's safe arrival on Elephant Island, and
his subsequent journey to South Georgia has
become the great Epic of Antarctic travel. On his
third attempt, Shackleton finally rescued his 22
companions who had been left on Elephant Island.

An interesting 19th century iron whaling harpoon
marked 'Harmony 1821' and R. Black G. to the
head, 118.5 cm long. The brig harmony is
recorded as sailing from Barra in 1821 with 350
Scottish settlers bound for Sydney, Nova Scotia.

Wordie, thus, came home safely, doubtless
agreeing with Sir Raymond Priestleys's summary
that: '...when you are in a hopeless situation,
when there seems to be no way out, get on your
knees and pray for Shackleton'. £200.00 - £300.00

Provenance: Collected by Sir James Wordie,
C.B.E., Chairman of the Scott Polar Research
Institute, 1937-1955, and thence by direct family
descent to the present owner. Possibly acquired
by Wordie when he served as geologist on the
Endurance during the 1914-15 Expedition to
Antarctica with Ernest Shackleton.

672

An early 19th century red ground wool needlework
panel, the central reserve worked with port scene
(possibly Venice?), the corners depicting ladies as
the Four Seasons, 65 x 63 cm £40.00 - £60.00

673

A Victorian needlework sampler, petit-point and
cross-stitch, worked with spiritual verse, figure,
birds, plants and shrubs within floral guilloche
border by Ellen Wheatley aged 12 years, 1847, 59
x 42 cm, framed and glazed £200.00 - £250.00

James Wordie was photographed with Third Officer
Alfred Cheetham and Ship's Surgeon Alexander
Macklin, washing the gallery floor of the
Endurance; this photograph is illustrated on page
674
321 of the Royal Geographical Society Book of
Explorers (ISBN 978-1-4053-9353-9). See also the
photograph of Wordie's safe arrival on Elephant
Island, where Wordie stands between Thomas
Orde Lees and Robert Clark in the group with
675
Shackleton (see page 328 of Michael Smith's
biography, Shackleton/By Endurance We
Conquer/ISBN 978-1-78074-572-5).
According to Michael Smith (op.cit. above, refers), 676
the Endurance left Buenos Aires on 26th October,
1914, arriving in King Edward Cove, South Georgia
on 5th November. The large island here, between 677
54 and 55 degrees South, provided Endurance
with a home for the next month whilst Shackleton
re-provisioned his vessel. Perhaps it was at this
moment that Wordie acquired the harpoon from
678
one of the seven whaling stations, located across
South Georgia's northern coast. We cannot be
certain, however.
679
Whatever the case, the whalers appear to have
reported to Shackleton that the pack ice on the
Weddell Sea would make a crossing both slow
680
and dangerous. Endurance duly entered the ice on
December 7th. By January 19th, 1915, Endurance
681
was firmly entombed by the ice at 76 Degrees
south, 1500 miles from the nearest assistance,
back at South Georgia. Endurance was to drift
randomly, reaching nearly 77 degrees on 22nd
February; she was not to escape the ice.
BidMaster Office
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A Victorian needlework cross stitch sampler,
worked with spiritual verse, figures, animals and
floral motifs, within rose border, by Ann Rogers,
aged 12 1853, 40 x 42 cm, mounted, framed and
glazed £80.00 - £120.00
A George III petit-point and cross stitch sampler
worked with birds, animals and flowers, by
Frances Stanbridge 1818, 30 x 32 cm, framed and
glazed £70.00 - £90.00
A George III cross stitch alphabet sampler, worked
in black thread by Henrietta Ann Potter, 1812, 31
x 27 cm in glazed maple frame £60.00 - £80.00
A 1651 printed paper sheet 'An Act Concerning
the Militias in the Respective Counties within This
Commonwealth', Tuesday 12th August 1651, 36 x
29 cm, later framed and glazed £100.00 - £150.00
A relief-cast bronze plaque of Da Vinci's Last
Supper, with Latin inscription beneath, 36 x 66 cm
(circa 1900) £200.00 - £300.00
A 17th century Dutch Blaeu map engraving of
Denmark 'Dania Regnum', 44 x 52 cm mounted
and framed £50.00 - £100.00
A vintage child's tricycle with reciprocating action
drive £50.00 - £80.00
Three early 19th century monochrome rural
landscapes, embroidered and painted on silk,
framed and glazed, 21 x 26 cm, 19 x 24 cm, 19 x
24.5 cm to/w an 18th century hair work landscape
, Glasgow School, paper labels to reverse

inscribed 'Report in Glasgow paper - Exhibition in
Glasgow? Aid of Artists Benevolent Institution Lady Maud Carnegie ... work of Duchess of
Gloucester from her own hair of her children...',
and with various other labels attached, 19 x 25 cm
£250.00 - £350.00

from him, 6 cm diameter, in ornate gilt brass
frame, paper insert on reverse inscribed 'Sir
Thomas Lawrence de.m.o. 2800' £80.00 - £120.00
694

A World War I memorial plaque to Herbert Joyce
in oak frame, 10108 Pte Herbert Joyce 5 Bn
Dorset Reg KIA Dardanelles on 9/8/5 while serving
with the Mediterranean Expeditionary Force to/w
facsimile notices £30.00 - £40.00

695

Two 19th/20th, century brass helmet Shako
plates, one Greman, one French to/w fifteen 19th
century brass tunic buttons by Firman & Sons Ltd
London £40.00 - £60.00

682

A basket of marble eggs to/w a brass letter rack
£20.00 - £40.00

683

Two letter knives and a nail-file with loaded silver
handles, a letter knife with agate handle and a
collection of novelty and souvenir paper knives in
wood and base metal box £50.00 - £80.00

684

Tennis: a 1930s autograph album, including some 696
of the English, Australian and Japanese Davis Cup
Tennis players including Fred Perry 1934 to/w a
book of John Player cigarette cards, 'Tennis',
which includes some of those who signed the
album £60.00 - £80.00

Carl Zeiss, a pair of World War II Third Reich
Kriegsmarine binoculars with original bakelite twin
lens cover, the body stamped with Nazi insignia
and M IV/I - DF 7 x 50 - 2076568 - N Nr 17210 in
original leather case fitted with a pair of green filter
lens caps £400.00 - £600.00

685

A silver-backed hand mirror, to/w two silver697
mounted ebony hairbrushes, a shoe horn, ring tree
and ivory hairbrush box £20.00 - £30.00

686

A 19th century silk gauze fan with floral and ribbon
garland decoration and sequins, on mother of pearl
sticks, in J. Duvelleroy of Regent Street retailer's
box to/w an Indian electro plated belt and a blue
698
satin evening bag with ivorine hinge (3) £40.00 £60.00

A 19th century percussion pistol, the walnut grip
and stock with engraved steel lockplate stamped
Hutchins with conforming trigger guard and fitted
with a steel ramrod, 28.5 cm long within a fitted
mahogany case with brass powder flask,
screwdriver, lead shot etc £250.00 - £300.00

687

688

A Mappin & Webb puce snakeskin handbag, to/w
a Russian fur hat and a chinoiserie embroidered
evening purse with paste-set hinge (3) £40.00 £60.00

699

No lot

700

A World War I period gun clinometer sight Mk III
by A Kershaw & Son Ltd, no 7332/1918 to/w a
Marine distance meter no 4916 by HH&S (2)
£60.00 - £80.00

701

A military periscope A F V no 41 MK1, Ser no
K19/1976 - as removed £20.00 - £30.00

702

A black japanned tin stencilled M E Bourke,
Coldstream Guards containing a quantity of
officers gold bullion embroidered dress uniform
belt/sashes by Hobsonn & Son Ltd, to/w a leather
collar box containing a trio of Brigadier insignia
epaulettes and a webbed belt £80.00 - £120.00

703

Queen Victoria's Own Poona Horse, assorted
black and white photographs in Major R E Dunton
with troop, mounted on camel to/w Regimental
Association newsletter 1978, an oak shield, a
white metal lapel badge and leather clad stick
£30.00 - £40.00

704

An Ekco all electric radio in circular bakelite case,
type A C 76 Supernet 40 cm high £200.00 £300.00

City of Sheffield Education Committee, a cased
attendance medal to/w another larger, two World
War II Defense medals, a 1939145 British War
Medal and assorted world coinage £40.00 - £60.00

705

An oval portrait miniature of Louis XVI, after
Antoine-Francois Callet, 9 x 6.5 cm, in gilt metal
frame £150.00 - £200.00

A Circular Victorian Blow 'foot ball' table top game,
75 cm diam c/w four rubber air bulbs £50.00 £70.00

706

A WW1 pair to 32068 Cpl J N Lester RAF
comprising 1914/18 British War Medal; Victory
Medal (2) £50.00 - £80.00

707

Three assorted military side-hats and insignia for

A Continental evening purse with electro plated
embossed and pierced hinge, to/w an Edwardian
lady's robust leather 'Gladstone' style handbag
with blue satin lining (2) £40.00 - £60.00

689

A pair of miniature ship portraits on silken leaves,
one inscribed in pen 'RMS African', in later frames,
9.5 x 22 cm overall £70.00 - £100.00

690

A portrait miniature of a gentleman, on ivory, circa
1820, 7 x 60 cm, in ebonised frame £80.00 £120.00

690A A portrait miniature on ivory of a young lady in a
black dress, circa 1820, 7 x 6 cm, in ebonised
frame £150.00 - £200.00
690B Portrait miniature of a young lady in blue dress
and coral necklace, on ivory, circa 1820, 7 x 6 cm,
in ebonised frame £150.00 - £200.00
690C Portrait miniature of a lady with lace ruff, circa
1820, in ebonised frame £150.00 - £200.00
691

692

693

A William IV St policeman's truncheon by Parker,
Holborn, the ebonised shaft retaining original gilt
cipher and lettering 'St Martins', the reeded grip
with makers stamp, 46 cm long £80.00 - £120.00

A circular miniature, Arcadian scene with seminude classical maidens keeping Cupid's arrow
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KOSB; Liverpool/Scottish; Royal Welsh Fusiliers
[3] £50.00 - £80.00
708

900

901

902

903

913

A Colt Navy 1851 revolver, 6-shot .36, No. 154955,
the brass trigger guard and frame with walnut grips 914
£300.00 - £400.00
** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - 'The oncoming
storm', print, pencil signed to lower right margin,
75 x 49 cm
** ARR may be applicable £50.00 - £80.00

915

** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - Mountain
landscape within pop art border, oil on board,
signed lower right and with monogram A in square,
61 x 52 cm
916
** ARR may be applicable £200.00 - £300.00

** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - 'Diana the
Huntress', oil on canvas, 90 x 59 cm
** ARR may be applicable £200.00 - £300.00

918

** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - Sunbathing
women on striped deck chairs, oil on canvas,
signed with initials and monogram lower right, 100
x 150 cm
** ARR may be applicable £300.00 - £400.00

919

Paul Wintridge? - An extensive coastal seascape,
oil on canvas, 90 x 136 cm £50.00 - £80.00

920

** Anthony Robert Klitz (1917-2000) - Figures and
bus within a night scene, oil on canvas, signed
lower right, 60 x 50 cm
** ARR may be applicable £150.00 - £200.00

921

** Anthony Robert Klitz (1917-2000) - Waterloo
Bridge with Houses of Parliament and Big Ben, oil
on canvas, signed lower right, 52 x 116 cm
** ARR may be applicable £400.00 - £600.00

922

** Anthony Robert Klitz (1917-2000) - Boats
moored up, sepia tone, oil on canvas, signed lower
right, 37 x 75 cm
** ARR may be applicable £200.00 - £300.00

923

** Anthony Robert Klitz (1917-2000) - Two yachts
sailing in choppy water, oil on board, signed lower
right, 11 x 19 cm
** ARR may be applicable £100.00 - £150.00

924

** Anthony Robert Klitz (1917-2000) - Moored
boats, oil on canvas board, signed lower right, 29
x 50 cm
** ARR may be applicable £180.00 - £220.00

925

** Anthony Robert Klitz (1917-2000) - Still life
study with fruit, oil on canvas board, signed lower
right, 17 x 53 cm
** ARR may be applicable £100.00 - £200.00

** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - Rainbow scene
with female face within seagull outline, oil on
canvas, 85 x 101 cm
** ARR may be applicable £300.00 - £400.00

909

** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - 'Beyond
Mountains', mountain scene with three half faces,
oil on canvas, inscribed, signed and dated 1983 on
reverse, 100 x 127 cm
** ARR may be applicable £300.00 - £400.00
** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - Coloured ribbons,
oil on canvas, 120 x 153 cm
** ARR may be applicable £300.00 - £400.00

905

908

** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - Abstract study
with clouds, rainbow and female head, print, 38 x
47 cm
** ARR may be applicable £50.00 - £80.00

917

** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - Lady's head with
sea gulls, oil on canvas, signed and
monogrammed lower left, 74 x 98 cm
** ARR may be applicable £300.00 - £400.00

907

** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - Abstract view with
three half heads diminishing in size, oil on canvas,
signed with monogram lower right, 101 x 101 cm
** ARR may be applicable
£200.00 - £300.00

** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - A pair of abstract
studies, oil on card, signed in pencil verso, 59.5 x
42 cm to/w two unsigned works (4)
** ARR may be applicable £80.00 - £120.00

904

906

** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - Abstract study
with blue, print, signed lower right, 62 x 59 cm
** ARR may be applicable £50.00 - £80.00

** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - 'Stuck flow a
gathering of hearts', oil on canvas, signed with
monogram lower right and inscribed verso, 76.5 x
120 cm
** ARR may be applicable £300.00 - £400.00
** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - Female head
within rainbow triangle, oil on canvas, signed and
monogrammed lower right, 101 x 125 cm
** ARR may be applicable £300.00 - £400.00
** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - Abstract pop art
faces, possibly entitled Liberace el deseres, print,
pencil signed to lower right margin, 81 x 64 cm
** ARR may be applicable £80.00 - £120.00
** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - Abstract pop art
of two faces each below a rainbow, limited edition
print 44/500, pencil signed and monogrammed to
lower right margin, 64 x 79 cm
** ARR may be applicable £50.00 - £80.00

910

** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - Abstract study,
print, signed lower right, 62 x 59 cm
** ARR may be applicable £50.00 - £80.00

911

** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - Abstract study
with blue, print, signed lower right, 81 x 59 cm
** ARR may be applicable £50.00 - £80.00

926

** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - 'The lost horizon',
girl with blond hair and sea gulls, signed,
monogrammed and dated '79 lower right, 74 x 104
cm, inscribed verso
** ARR may be applicable £200.00 - £300.00

** Anthony Robert Klitz (1917-2000) - Line of
sailing ships at sunset, oil on canvas board,
signed lower right, 17 x 53 cm
** ARR may be applicable £100.00 - £200.00

927

** Anthony Robert Klitz (1917-2000) - Figure study
of a reclining nude, oil on canvas board, signed
lower right, 17 x 53 cm

912
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** ARR may be applicable £100.00 - £200.00
928

929

930

** Anthony Robert Klitz (1917-2000) - Boats at
sunset, oil on canvas board, signed lower right, 17
x 52.5 cm
** ARR may be applicable £100.00 - £200.00

944

Francis Kelly (1927-2012) - 'Midnight', print, pencil
signed to lower right margin and titled to lower left,
ltd ed 31/50, 32.5 x 20 cm to/w 'Little Figure',
print, pencil signed to lower right margin and titled
to lower left, ltd ed 5/50, 29 x 24.5 cm (2) £100.00 £200.00

945

S Colby - Nude study, print, ltd ed 2/30, pencil
signed to lower right margin, 27 x 21 cm £40.00 £60.00

946

English school - Four abstract landscape views,
watercolour, 32 x 22 cm £50.00 - £80.00

947

Francis Kelly (1927-2012) - 'Lone tree', etching, ltd
ed 5/50, pencil signed to lower right margin and
titled to lower left, 29 x 24.5 cm and 'Winter',
etching, ltd ed 6/40, pencil signed to lower right
margin and titled to lower left, 22 x 29.5 cm (2)
£100.00 - £200.00

948

** Anthony Robert Klitz (1917-2000) - Abstract, oil
on board, signed lower right, 34 x 91 cm
** ARR may be applicable £100.00 - £200.00

949

** Anthony Robert Klitz (1917-2000) - Still life
study with vase of flowers, mixed media, 55 x 51
cm
** ARR may be applicable £180.00 - £220.00

950

Mackenzie Thorpe (b 1956) - 'The boy that didn't
get a ticket', from the 'Game of Life' series, ltd ed
print no 68/495, pencil signed to lower right
margin, 77 x 89 cm £600.00 - £800.00

951

** Anthony Robert Klitz (1917-2000) - Street
scene, watercolour with bodycolour, signed lower
right, 28 x 46 cm
** ARR may be applicable £100.00 - £150.00

** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - 'Unification 2', ltd
ed print no 2/25, pencil signed to lower right
margin, 75 x 40 cm to/w 'Woman Nude' (unframed)
(2)
** ARR may be applicable £40.00 - £60.00

952

Nick Mace (b 1949) - Cows in a pasture, oil on
canvas, signed lower right, 29 x 40 cm £50.00 £80.00

Francis Kelly (1927-2012) - 'Oxfordshire', artist
proof print, pencil signed to lower right margin,
titled to lower left, 50 x 65 cm £150.00 - £200.00

953

Nick Mace (b 1949) - An autumnal landscape with
figures, oil on canvas, signed lower right, 29 x 39
cm £50.00 - £80.00

** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - Abstract study
with blue, print, signed lower right, 82 x 58 cm
** ARR may be applicable £50.00 - £80.00

954

** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - 'Balance', print,
pencil signed and monogrammed to lower right
margin, 120 x 74 cm
** ARR may be applicable £40.00 - £60.00

** Anthony Robert Klitz (1917-2000) - A still life
study with bouquet of arum lilies, pencil and
gouache, signed lower right, 48 x 31 cm
** ARR may be applicable £80.00 - £120.00
** Anthony Robert Klitz (1917-2000) - London
Embankment, oil on canvas board, signed lower
right, 20 x 13 cm
** ARR may be applicable £100.00 - £200.00

931

** Anthony Robert Klitz (1917-2000) Monochrome landscape with boats, oil on canvas
board, signed lower right, 13 x 21 cm
** ARR may be applicable £80.00 - £120.00

932

** Anthony Robert Klitz (1917-2000) - Moored
boats within a river landscape, oil on board, 20 x
31 cm
** ARR may be applicable £200.00 - £300.00

933

934

935

936

937

938

left, ltd ed 47/50, 29 x 45.5 cm (2) £100.00 £200.00

** Anthony Robert Klitz (1917-2000) - Figures
walking along the Embankment, London, oil on
canvas, signed lower right, 35 x 44.5 cm
** ARR may be applicable £300.00 - £400.00
** Anthony Robert Klitz (1917-2000) - Boats
moored on the Thames, watercolour with
bodycolour, signed to lower right, 29 x 59 cm
** ARR may be applicable £150.00 - £200.00
** Anthony Robert Klitz (1917-2000) - Still life
study with a vase of flowers, gouache, 56 x 39 cm
** ARR may be applicable £150.00 - £200.00

939

Nick Mace (b 1949) - Cattle in a water meadow
landscape, oil on canvas, signed lower right, 39 x
50 cm £50.00 - £80.00

940

Nick Mace (b 1949) - Duck shooting, oil on
canvas, signed lower right, 39.5 x 50 cm £50.00 £80.00

955

** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - Abstract, oil on
card, signed lower right, 100 x 70 cm, unframed
** ARR may be applicable £80.00 - £120.00

941

Nick Mace (b 1949) - Sea fishing, oil on board,
signed lower right, 15 x 37.5 cm £40.00 - £60.00

956

942

Nick Mace (b 1949) - A pair of sea fishing views,
oil on board, signed lower right, 10 x 25 cm (2)
£40.00 - £60.00

** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - Abstract, oil on
card, signed lower right, 89 x 72 cm, unframed
** ARR may be applicable £80.00 - £120.00

957

943

Francis Kelly (1927-2012) - 'Asleep', print, pencil
signed to lower right margin and titled to lower left,
ltd ed 3/50, 19.5 x 50 cm to/w 'Nocturne', print,
pencil signed to lower right margin and titled lower

** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - Two unframed
abstract studies, oil on card, both signed lower
right, 122 x 90 cm, unframed
** ARR may be applicable £80.00 - £120.00

958

** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - 'Red line with
yellow', hand edition, 2/25, pencil signed to lower
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right margin, 97 x 122 cm; 'Penetration III', and
three other studies, various sizes, all unframed (5)
** ARR may be applicable £100.00 - £150.00
959

960

961

962

** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - Abstract coloured
ribbons, print, pencil signed to lower right margin,
54 x 54 cm
** ARR may be applicable £100.00 - £150.00
** Anthony John Gray (b 1946) - Abstract coloured
ribbons, print, pencil signed to lower right margin,
54 x 54 cm
** ARR may be applicable £100.00 - £150.00

canvas, indistinctly signed lower left and dated '74,
75 x 60 cm £100.00 - £150.00
976

Francesco? - Impressionistic trees before
buildings, oil on canvas, indistinctly signed lower
left and dated '74, 75 x 60 cm £180.00 - £220.00

977

Donald F Campbell - Australian water and bridge
view, oil on board, signed lower right, 48 x 60 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

978

Donald F Campbell - A pair of Australian
landscapes - 'Billabong Creek, Boonoke,
Deniliquin' and 'Edwardi River, Deniliquin', oil on
board, signed lower left, 35 x 44 cm (2) £100.00 £150.00

** Peter Blake - 'Bobbie Rainbow', 2001, lithograph
on tin, ltd ed 18335/2000, 66 x 44 cm
** ARR may be applicable £200.00 - £300.00
979
A lifesize aeroplane side panel constructed as a
light fitting
Prov Battersea Fine Art Fair £300.00 - £500.00
980

Ivo Saliger (1894-1987) - River view with birch
trees, oil on canvas, signed lower right, 59 x 79
cm £180.00 - £220.00
D B Martin - 'Keswick Market Place', etching,
pencil signed and inscribed to lower margin, 30 x
25 cm £40.00 - £60.00

963

A J Watts - East African stone sculpture of a
female nude, approx 72 cm high, on wooden base
£100.00 - £200.00

983

964

Itzchak Tarkay (1935-2012) - 'Happy Memories I',
ltd ed print 147/300, pencil signed to margin, 55 x
44 cm £300.00 - £400.00

Thomas Brown Yeats (1882-?) - A French village,
oil on canvas, signed and dated 1913 lower left, 18
x 24 cm £150.00 - £200.00

984

965

Itzchak Tarkay (1935-2012) - Figurative group,
print, 60 x 80 cm £200.00 - £300.00

English school - Portrait of a young red-haired
boy, oil on canvas, 25 x 19.5 cm £40.00 - £60.00

985

966

Fletcher Sibthorp (b 1967) - Flamenco dancer, ltd
ed print 123/191, pencil signed to lower right
margin, 49 x 65 cm £80.00 - £120.00

J Knight - Figures on a path, watercolour, signed
and dated 1895 lower right, 28 x 40 cm £80.00 £120.00

986

967

Fletcher Sibthorp (b 1967) - Flamenco dancer, ltd
ed print 86/191, pencil signed to lower right
margin, 75 x 48 cm £80.00 - £120.00

Arthur Wardle (1864-1949) -Felled trees with game
fowl, pastel on paper, signed and dated February
1918 £80.00 - £120.00

987

968

After L S Lowry (1887-1976) - Bearded lady, print,
pencil signed to lower right margin, impressed
back stamp to paper, 60 x 49 cm (mounted)
£600.00 - £800.00

Harrison Smythe - Harvest time, watercolour,
signed lower left, 23 x 33 cm £80.00 - £120.00

988

Rowland Hill - Irish beach view, watercolour,
signed lower right, 24.5 x 36 cm £150.00 - £180.00

989

Rowland Langmaid (1897-1956) - 'HMS Highflier',
watercolour, signed and inscribed lower right, 19 x
30 cm £150.00 - £180.00

990

Herbert Chipps - Seated man wearing a hat,
charcoal with white chalk, signed with initials
lower right, 43 x 29 cm £30.00 - £40.00

991

A de Groote (1892-1947) - Dutch view with boats
and windmill, oil on panel, signed lower left, 19 x
23 cm £300.00 - £400.00

992

L Grant? - 'Eureka Stockade', Australian golddigging view, oil on board, signed lower right, 53 x
68 cm £30.00 - £40.00

993

William Alfred Elleby - An extensive landscape
with flock of sheep, oil on canvas, signed lower
left, 77 x 122 cm £1,500.00 - £1,800.00

994

Shayer Snr attrib - Figures on a valley path with
castle on hill in distance, oil on panel, 29 x 24 cm,
the reverse with indistinct pencil inscription
possibly '....Castle....Shayer Snr' £300.00 £400.00

969

Gillian Goodheir - 'Still life with a blue jug', acrylic,
signed and dated '98 lower left, 55 x 68 cm
£150.00 - £180.00

970

Gillian Goodheir - 'Purple Tulips', still life with
flowers, acrylic, 51 x 45 cm £150.00 - £200.00

971

Michael Quirke (b 1946) - 'Hill Farm Meadow',
blossom trees, oil on canvas, signed with initials
lower right and inscribed, signed and dated '99 on
reverse, 76 x 91 cm £150.00 - £200.00

972

** Elisee Maclet (1881-1962) - 'Montmartre', oil on
canvas, signed middle left, inscribed and dated
1945 to reverse, 26 x 34 cm
** ARR may be applicable £300.00 - £400.00

973

974

975

** Jonathan Pointer (b 1975) - 'Heron at Brentford',
oil on board, signed with initials and dated '99
lower right, 19 x 43.5 cm, Mall Galleries exhibition
label to reverse £200.00 - £300.00

Alex Maw - 'Ayes and Noes Spot David Cameron Recurring', watercolour and ink, signed with
initials and dated 2010 lower left, 41 x 46 cm
995
£250.00 - £300.00
Francesco? - Figure and horse in a street, oil on
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C W Bragg - 'The Bird Trap', oil on canvas, 28 x 39
cm, inscribed to canvas reverse £200.00 - £300.00

996

997

999

1000

1001
1002

Copley Fielding (1787-1855) - Two landscape
views with figures, one oil on canvas, the other oil 1016
on panel, 15 x 22.5 cm (2) £300.00 - £400.00

Scottish school - A mountain and lake view, oil on
board, indistinctly signed lower left, 37 x 53 cm
£200.00 - £300.00

James Godsell Middleton (fl 1826-72) - 'Native
Industry', oil on panel, 40 x 54 cm, inscribed and
titled to reverse £200.00 - £300.00

1017

Henriet - A pair of poultry farmyard scenes, oil on
board, signed lower left, 24 x 18 cm (2) £150.00 £200.00

English school - A set of five European
topographical watercolour views, approx 25.5 x 16
cm (5) £100.00 - £150.00

1018

English school - Study of a horse's head, oil on
canvas, indistinctly signed lower left, 42 x 40 cm
£100.00 - £200.00

English school - A set of four Herefordshire village
views, watercolour, 20 x 30 cm (5) £100.00 £150.00

1019

English school - A pastoral view with river and
figures, oil on canvas, indistinctly signed lower
right, 35 x 48 cm £60.00 - £90.00

English school - Still life study with fruit and
flowers, oil on canvas, 33 x 28 cm £40.00 - £60.00 1020
Giovanni Muzzioli (1854-94) - An old lady seated
at a table playing cards, oil on canvas, signed
upper left, 29 x 21 cm £500.00 - £700.00

1003

J Harrison - A sleeping monk with open book on
his lap, watercolour, signed lower left, 30 x 25 cm
£50.00 - £70.00

1004

English school - Figures on a beach looking
towards an estuary, watercolour, 10 x 15 cm
£50.00 - £80.00

1005

inscribed verso, 24 x 35 cm £180.00 - £220.00

John Glendall (1789-1865) - View near Exeter,
watercolour, 9.5 x 12 cm c/w exhibition booklet
John Glendall (1789-1865); 'Exeter's Forgotten
Artist', 11 July to 16 October 1979 (2) £40.00 £60.00

Jan Pienkowski (b 1936) - 'Manor house in
Wadowice', pastel, 33 x 19 cm
Prov: Polish Centre Gallery, 238 King Street,
London £80.00 - £100.00

1021

Arthur Wilde Parsons (1854-1931)- Crantock
beach from Newquay, oil on canvas, signed lower
right and dated 1913, 29.5 x 50 cm £200.00 £300.00

1022

William Prater (act 1873-1911) - Newquay harbour
, oil on canvas signed lower right, 29 x 45 cm
£200.00 - £300.00

1023

Arthur Wilde Parsons (1854-1931) - Newquay
coast view, oil on canvas, signed lower left, 29 x
45 cm £200.00 - £300.00

1024

1006

Pierra Auguste Brunet-Hollard (1829-1922) Huntsman in a landscape, oil on canvas, signed
lower right, 48 x 59 cm £500.00 - £800.00

Arthur Wilde Parsons (1854-1931) - Newquay
fishing boat, watercolour, signed and dated 1900
lower right, 32 x 45 cm £150.00 - £250.00

1025

1007

A Hulk Junior (1851-1922) - Pastoral view with
figures, oil on canvas, signed lower left, 24 x 34
cm £200.00 - £300.00

Arthur Wilde Parsons (1854-1931) - Newquay,
coast view, watercolour, signed lower left, 23 x 40
cm £80.00 - £120.00

1026

1008

Arthur Wardle (1864-1949) - Spaniel carrying dead
pheasant, oil on canvas, signed and dated 1929
lower right, 59 x 48 cm £800.00 - £1,200.00

A Randall - A still life study with bowl of roses, oil
on canvas, signed and monogrammed lower right,
50 x 60 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

1009

C Costa - Interior scene with three men gambling, 1027
oil on canvas, signed lower right, 50 x 39 cm
£100.00 - £150.00
Leopold Rivers - South Benfleet, watercolour, 24 x 1028
46 cm £100.00 - £150.00

1010
1011

1012

1013

1014

1015

Rowland Hill - 'The Orlock Groomsport, Co Down',
watercolour, signed lower right and titled lower left, 1029
23 x 39.5 cm £150.00 - £180.00

James North - A still life study with summer
flowers, oil on canvas, signed lower right, 39 x 49
cm £50.00 - £80.00
Eric Heskeff Hubbard (1892-1957) - Workshop
interior, woodcut, pencil signed to lower right
margin, 23 x 28 cm £50.00 - £80.00
V J Hull - A landscape with stream, watercolour,
signed and dated 1929 lower right, 24 x 35 cm
£40.00 - £60.00

English school - Horse and rider, oil on board,
signed with monogram lower right, 58.5 x 45 cm
£50.00 - £80.00

1030

Harry Clayton Adams - Pony in a woodland glade
drinking from a pool, oil on canvas, signed lower
right, 33 x 49 cm £250.00 - £350.00

Van Arken - Landscape with windmill, oil on
canvas, signed lower right, 18 x 47 cm £80.00 £120.00

1031

Manner of Gerrit Dou - A tavern interior scene, oil
on panel, 51 x 28 cm, in heavily carved gilt wood
frame £300.00 - £500.00

John Lawrence - 'Coast Road 3', abstract, oil on
board, 14 x 27 cm, The Trafford Gallery London
label to reverse £40.00 - £60.00

1032

W L Turner - Thirlmere and Helvellyn, Lake
District, oil on canvas, signed lower right,

Iain Rutherford (b 1953) - Abstract landscape,
watercolour, signed lower right and dated '05, 29 x
39 cm £50.00 - £80.00

1033

Iain Rutherford (b 1953) - Abstract seascape, oil
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on canvas, 50 x 76 cm £80.00 - £120.00
1034

Iain Rutherford (b 1953) - 'House, two chimneys
and artists palette (Holmfistle, Yorkshire series) 1',
gouache, signed and dated 2001 lower right,
inscribed lower left, 56 x 76 cm £80.00 - £120.00

1035

Iain Rutherford (b 1953) - Abstract sea scape with
boat, oil on canvas, signed lower right and dated
'96, 76 x 50 cm £80.00 - £120.00

1036

Reekie - Still life study with vase of pink roses, oil
on board, signed and dated 1957 lower right, 40 x
29 cm £80.00 - £120.00

1037

Edna Bizon (b 1929) - 'The ploughman', oil on
canvas, signed lower right, 39 x 55 cm, King
Street Galleries label to reverse £250.00 - £350.00

1038

Tom Gilfillan (act 1932-53) - Iona Castle,
watercolour, signed lower right, 36 x 51 cm
£200.00 - £300.00

1039

Continental school - A pair of bird studies,
watercolour, indistinctly signed lower right, 39 x 23
cm (2) £50.00 - £80.00

1040

Alexander Williams - Three Irish coastal views,
'Diamond Mountain, Lettafrack, Ireland', oil on
board, each signed, 44 x 24 cm (3) £600.00 £800.00

1041

William Russell Flint - 'Symposium at Lucenay',
ltd ed print 584/850, 52 x 70 cm £100.00 - £150.00

1042

Continental school - A Mediterranean harbour
view, oil on canvas, bears signature, 50 x 60 cm
£100.00 - £200.00

1043

Helen C Angell (1847-84) - Dead bird on a grassy
knoll, watercolour, signed lower right, 23.5 x 13.5
cm £80.00 - £120.00

1044

William Wallace (1801-66) - Cone Castle on the
Clyde, pen and ink on card with wash, signed on
verso, 15.5 x 18.5 cm £80.00 - £120.00

1045

A set of twelve Vanity Fair magazine prints Brazil, A Premier of France, Austro-Hungary,
Affaires etrangeres, United States Embassy, Lord
Advocate, The Star, Clever, The Student Prince,
The Earl of Dartmouth, The German Ambassador,
The Royal Literary assistant, all mounted but not
framed £60.00 - £80.00

1046

Spanish school - The letter - figures seated at a
table, oil on canvas, 46 x 65 cm £250.00 - £350.00

1047

An antique rectangular giltwood picture frame in
the classical manner with beaded and foliate
decoration, 66 x 108 cm aperture £200.00 £300.00
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